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to rescue a fellow-being as if it were to plunge him beneath
and render his death certain. In every act and condition of
his life we see man thus subjected to a great variety of physi
cal laws, whose influence upon him must be understood, and
their behests obeyed, or his enjoyment, or even his continued
existence, will be merely accidental. Just so it is with his
intellectual nature. A healthy and progressive mental ex
istence can only be maintained -by obedience to those laws
which develop and control mind, dispensing their rewards for
obedience, and warning him by penalties of more or less strin
gency, as his aberrations have been greater or less, that he is
mistaking the condition and circumstances most profitable to
him. Did space permit, it would be interesting to pursue fur
ther this portion of the subject; but I must hasten to a con
sideration of the social law as relating more especially to our
theme.
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proper cause, for if I have not observed amiss, no error
careful perusal of Mr. G.’s criticisms shows the Bible to be a and never wholly independent of them. Now mind is a uni
more common than a mistake ir. the causation of visible effects literary production, and nothing else. Its symbolism and spir versal, power is a universal, motion is a universal. Again,
Thus governments are ofttimes esteemed the cause of effects itualism are the symbolism and spiritualism of the human mind is individualized, power is individualized, motion is indi
which they have hindered, but never produced.
mind.
vidualized though not perfectly independent of the universals.
D IV IN E L A W VS. H U M AN .
Will it be asked, What do you purpose in place of all this,
The myths of the Bible follow the same laws as all other And again, Deity as a Spirit imparts motion, power, life, and
I have been an interested reader of the S piritual T ele which you so sweepingly condemn ?
myths, and come from the same source. Modern Spiritualism sensation to matter, and intelligences of Spirits become indi
oraph since its commencement, valuing it chiefly as a faithful
I answer, not any thing, except a study of the Higher or Divine shows what that source is ; and it is by means of a positive vidualized.
record of a portion of the extraordinary phenomena which
law, and obedience to its requirements. If my neighbor »err. examination of the facts of spiritual intercourse that theology
Query.— Can these individualized minds or Spirits (endowed
demonstrate the intercommunication between spiritual and
it is my privilege to enlighten his ignorance and arouse his will be taken out of the hands of fools, knaves, impostors, and with wisdom, power, will, life, sensation, and motion) impart
human existences, yet often edified by the essays and disquisi
conscience, if these be possible. Should my efforts fail, and self-deceivers, and placed upon the strong ground of reason even power and motion to lifeless mechanisms or structures,how
tions of which it is the repository. Recognizing the duty of
the wrong lie does affects me injuriously, I have no remedy but and common sense.
ever philosophically, mathematically, scientifically, or harmo
every individual, however humble, to add his mite to the great
submission, and the returning to him of good for evil. In view
The Bible has a deep spiritual meaning behind it ; so has niously constructed ? Would such construction or m echanist'
sum of thought and experience out of which the progression of
of the immortality of my existence, I knoio that he can do me the Egyptian mythology upon which it is based. Spirits have belong to the universals, and move by the same power which
our race is to proceed, I oiler the reflections which have been
no wrong so great as I shall inflict upon myself by a violation impressed men’s brains, and manifested themselves to their gives motion to suns, stars,comets, and planets? or would it
suggested to me by a perusal of the number for July 8th.
of the statutes of the Almighty. Thus Jesus taught and lived senses in all ages, and the men have told their experience in belong to the specials, and be dependent upon individualized
The thanks of all Spiritualists are due, it appears to me, to
“ Love your enemies.” _ “ Do good to those that hate you, and the best words they knew how to. Inspiration has done a mind, or minds, either in or out of the form for its motive
Dr. Robinson, for his frank and manly criticisrti of the errors
In the relations which he must sustain toward his fellows, despitefully use, and persecute you.” How incompatible are great deal for man, but reason has done a great deal more. force ? If it be true that in formations the specials or lower
into which we have fallen, and, as a body, are prone to. 1
man
has not been left without a law as plainly marked and as these precepts with all punishments and restraints executed Jupiter, is the greatest of the gods, though Apollo may be the are only imitations, they never equal the universals or higher.
make no allusion to the particular subject of his remarks,
easily understood, if he would but give his attention to its re by physical force ! And yet how completely they harmonize most beautiful.
Hence I apprehend that no individualized minds, either in or
“ The New Motor,” for of it I know too little to speak ad
The claims of the Church to have brought humanity to its out of the form, can direct or construct a piece of mechanism
quirements and teachings, and as inexorable in its requisi with the laws of our being! To illustrate the subject still
visedly. But to all intelligent observers, who have had oppor
tions as are those of the physical and mental laws alluded to. further, let any one compare the influence which the advent present stand-point are false. Human reason has fought thé so perfect and harmonious as to be moved by the action of uni
tunity to witness the effects wrought upon community by the
Describing it in language, I should say that human interests and doctrines of Jesus Christ have had upon the welfare of Church in all ages, and has to fight it yet. “ Types of Man versal laws or principles or causes of themselves. That it
heated enthusiasm and crude imaginings of some who have
are one ami indivisible— a perfect unit. No man can have an mankind, although so imperfectly understood, and practiced kind” is an armory whence reason may provide itself with can be very nearly attained may be true, but not entirely, else
adopted the spiritual belief, it must be apparent the sound
interest isolated and separated from those of his fellows, how with those of the wisest legislator or advocate of human gov weapons ; and the fact of the possibility of spiritual intercourse, the lower—the specials, the individualized—could rival the
common-sense views his letter contains have not been promul
ever much he may desire and attempt it. It is the perpetual eminent, the world has ever seen. So far as appears from the now demonstrated beyond the reach of doubt, clears away the higher successfully, which I deem an impossibility, as I find
gated too soon or too plainly. Perhaps I do not unite with him
mistake upon this point, the continual violation of this law by record, he threw but little light upon the physical and intel mists that have hitherto enveloped the threshold of eternity, no analog)' in nature to sustain it.
in the belief that “ seventy-five per cent, of the prevailing
individuals and communities, which occasions the terrible ac lectual nature of man, but addressed himself to an elucidation and brings all supernaturalism within the reach of positive
That an element may be collected from the universals, con
Spiritualism is spurious, or useless, or both.” I doubt not that
cumulation of penalty witnessed in those inequalities of physi of the social law. Yet so intimately interwoven are these science. So long as man was ignorant, the spiritual world centrated and directed according to the laws of positive and
that proportion of it may be useless to him ; so it probably is to
cal, mental, and social condition under which humanity ago three departments of man’s being, that in benefiting him in one could “ fool him to the top of his bent.” We now learn that negative (in its application), so as to give or. produce motion
me, except so far as we are both benefited by whatever bene
nizes.. Natural wealth, exists .in. a- supply sufficiently, abundant he necessarily benefited him in all. The mistake of regard spiritual opinions, must conform to the same standard as worldly in a most harmoniously constructed piece of mechanism, does
fits another. Neither do I doubt that much o f'it is'spurious,
for the wants of all, and more. Inequality of condition’ and ing his.teachings as Divine because they were his, instead of ones—the standard of facts. Neither religion nor metaphysics not appear to me impossible. In this the p o w e r hftrnrr*«'^'
the offspring of delusion, with a liberal sprinkling of imposture.
enjoyment is of human origin, not Divine. Moses had a perceiving they would have been equally true and authoritative have as yet done any thing for the race, but deceived it. Posi specially controlled and directed by individualized intelligences,
But much that is useless to me individually, I perceive is per
glimpse of this social law when he taught in words, then con if they had never been uttered by lnm, because they were tive science advancing step by step, from the known to the un and while motion may be thus attained, beyond that all must
forming a beneficial mission to minds on a different plane of
tradicted by other words and by acts, “ Thou shaft love thy merely an exposition of the law written upon man’s nature, known, has built railroads, steamboats, and telegraphs. Posi be conjectural until settled by experiment. So far, then, Mr.
development. The necessity for demonstrative evidence of the
neighbor as thyself.” Jesus instructed men in the same, and, has had no doubt a large influence in reducing their effects tive science in the spheres also, has discovered a mode of tel Spear’s mechanism has succeeded, vibration or motion having
immortality of the soul was equal throughout all grades of in
also, that “ Whatsoever ye would have men do to you, do you upon society to such as may be produced by dogmas, intellect egraphing to this planet ; and the first message it sends is to been manifest, and continues to be manifest in it. It ’is a
telligence in civilized society. A skepticism exceedingly
even so unto them.” His reputed followers profess to consider ually or verbally asserted, rather than truths to be practically tell men they are immortal, and the least use they can make triumph in mechanism that motive-power never ultimates from it.
general was rapidly growing and producing its influence on
of their immortality is to think and reason for themselves.
this rule of binding obligation, because spoken by one they es exemplified in human life.
Again, that a piece of mechanism constructed by direction
every range of intellectual development, and hence demanding
Coinciding in a large proportion of the sentiments of I. Rlien
teem as a law-giver, and not perceiving it to have authority,
iou.
of individualized Spirits (minds out of the form), may be moved
the remedy supplied to be suited to every variety of mental
aside from his teaching, in the constitution given to man by upon the “ Rights of Majorities,” it will be seen I differ from
by the will-power of individualized Spirit-minds, I think is true ;
condition. The discovery of a /means of communication
K IA N T O N E S P IR IT - S P R IN G S .
him when he alleges, and had I the power to enforce my
of their power to do it- we have abundant evidence of the most
his Creator, are in their conduct but little influenced by it.
between the two different states of existence, has apparently
undoubted character in all the table.-moving, and other physical
C arroll, June 18, 1854.
In the light of this unity of human interests we perceive the right, and all men everywhere were to admit it, I should feel
been welcomed as gladly by those who left this sphere with
justified before God and the archangels in defending that M e s s r s . P a r t r i d g e a n d B r i t t a n :
manifestations, which have taken place through spirit-agency.
equality
in
rights
of
every
individual
of
the
race.
The
sove
inferior or average mental and moral endowments as by the
right, though it involved the extinction of every life assailing
Times and seasons are among the universal (as the Spirits The how, and philosophy of which, is explained by Mr. Davis
more highly developed, and naturally they are as diligent in reignty of himself, by each, under the government of God,, is
me.”
If
I
understand
the.
claim
here
set
up,
it
involves
the
would
say through Mr. Spear). Not so of these springs, in his “ Present A go and In n e r Life," where he shows that
improving the opportunity to communicate with similarly con perfect and supreme against any fellow-being. The right to
possession
by
the
individual
of
a
right
which
he
has
just
however
great their medicinal properties may be. Yet some Spirits exert this power though many miles distant from the
ditioned minds, to whom they are attracted by affectional life and liberty, long since and truly pronounced unalienable,
denied
to
other
men
collectively.
If
he
possess
the
right
to
minds
appear
to be so organized and unfolded as at times to be object put in motion. All analogy will sustain this position or
desires. Much which I reject as unprofitable tome may have carries with it the right to those means provided for the sup
defend the right at the expense of the lives of others, why may in harmony with universal laws and principles. Others have claim of Spirit-mind and power over specials. While I claim
port
of
life
and
the
establishment
of
liberty.
By
the
same
au
its use to others, and much which I receive, and believe, and
he not delegate it, and that with profit ? I desire, however, to little or no conception of the generals, but are limited to the the foregoing possibilities as claims which experiments may—
profit by, to minds of a caliber above that of mine may possess thority it was declared as truly, “ All governments derive their
just powers from the consent of the governed but, then, who show my opinion rather than enter into controversy with his. plane of the specials; every thing to their minds is localized, nay, can, and I think will—demonstrate, still I can not conceive
no value.
Maklbohouuii, O hio , July 10tit, 1854.
circumscribed, individualized. To the first, or universals, be that either will ever become sources of motive-power.
It was, however, your editorial on the “ Higher Laws,” and “ consents” when the controlling power decides differently from
A. BROOKE.
For one, I should rather rely upon improvements in ma
longs
the mind of A. J. Davis (whether any other minds oc
an essay on the “ Rights of Majorities,” which suggested my the individual will ? Assuming the equality of human rights
chinery
and application, than in discovering new sources. At*
cupy
the
same
elevated
plane
is
not
now
my
purpose
to
show).
present theme—the Divine Law against the Human. The to have been demonstrated, so far as possible, as a “ self-evi
R E A S O N A N D R E L IG IO N .
Hence his mind deals with 'general and universal laws and the same time I would not limit investigation, revelation, or
dent”
proposition,
it
is
manifest
that,
no
individual
being
in
intelligent mind, when cool and unbiased, can not refuse its
The great contest of the age is that of opinions against principles, as his writings abundantly show. The spiritual in experiment. The useful and the practical are thus unfolded,
assent to the proposition, that no form of human government possession of the right to govern another, he can not delegate
flowings into his mind harmonize with this position. From and mind expanded, enlightened, and progressed toward uni
has ever been discovered or applied which in its operation did it, and the same is true when applied to ten, ten hundred, or facts; unreasoning instincts against positive science. The
these
universals he descends to the specials or effects. Un versal principles, and a clearer comprehension of a universal
not work great inconvenience and practical injury in some of ten millions. The most that men can do in the premises is by history of philosophies and religions is the history of aberra
like
other
minds, his first perceives principles or causes, and cause and our relation to it. Notwithstanding the superior
its effects. Upon the various means by which such injury uniting to accumulate a power of coercion or attempted con tions of the human intellect; for this same intellect, great as
discloses
their
operation in unfolding ultimates; others (by a condition of Spirit-minds, I think they have given us abundant
has been wrought it is not my purpose now to enlarge, but trol. This power may be exercised through a motive, laud it may seem, is but a power of perception; the absolutely good
reversed
order)
begin at effects and rise to causes, if capable. evidence that they (or some of them) are little less visionary,
rather to inquire into the why these have been its results. In able or injurious, it matters not which, whenever it violates and true resides not in consciousness, but in that of which
Are
not
minds
specially individualized in their unfoldment, scheming, and experimental than minds in the form. It would
doing so, it becomes necessary to glance at the divine govern the law of God by subverting the sovereignty of the individual consciousness takes note. But in every one of these aberra
conditioned, and only conditioned, to receive from special or in sometimes even appear that they were quite as anxious to
tions
there
have
been
one-sided
perceptions.
The
mistake
of
the
penalty
affixed
must
inevitably
be
endured.
I
know
it
ment, in the form of natural law, to which man has been sub
dividualized sources? These conditions relate rather to in learn through us experimentally, as we of them directly and
jected by his Creator, in the hope that by tlie light obtained will be replied to this, that no man has the right to do wrong, Christianity lies in its claim to be the only truth ; whereas it
tellectual than moral unfoldments of the mind. Will not this positively. Thus, while I believe we should be passive
through an understanding of this we may perceive where the and hence is inferred the right to attempt his coercion into a is only a perception of the same truth, the imperfect percep
account
for the varied mediumistic communications, at least in to their revealments, yet I would say in turn, be positive in
collision between it and human law is inevitable, and thereby different course. Granted that no man has such right, still tion of which produces all the religions and philosophies that
part
?
Do
not the same laws and principles apply and govern requiring of them their knowledge of what they reveal, par
comprehend the mistakes which have resulted in the evils al the expressions right and wrong are only curt modes of ex have been, or ever will be, possible to man. The verbal rec
equally
minds
whether in or out of the form ? Are not Spirits ticularly if we do not discover its harmony in nature, or with
pressing the idea of obedience to, or deviation from, the law ord upon which Christianity has so long founded its claims to
luded to.
who
are
incapable
of perceiving and comprehending general general laws and principles. Let no one lose sight of the fact,
What, then, is the character of that government to which of God. When wrong has been perpetrated, does it alter his immaculateness, is now proven to want that scientific correct
or universal laws and principles, alike incapable of transmit- that the specials and individualized in a certain degree must
man has been subjected by his Creator ? When investigating laws so as to authorize others to violate them in a different ness which is the only test of positive truth. This I claim to
ing them through any mediumistic mind ? Do not Spirits or harmonize with the generals or universals. When communi
this, we have to consider him in his triune nature, as a physi direction? Will two wrongs make a right? Will one viola be demonstrated in Mr. George R. Gliddon’s contribution to
minds in and out of the body associate (as a general fact) upon cations are not consistent with these, they should be accepted
cal, intellectual, and social being. In each of these depart tion of God’s law be so evenly balanced by another as that “ Types of Mankind,” a book, as I hope, already familiar to your
the
plane of their development? To this law there are doubt with caution.
ments of his constitution we find him subjected to immutable, each shall be neutralized and the appropriate penalties be readers. This book has now been before the world long
In the mechanism of universal nature, and of special mech
less
exceptions, the higher always comprehending the powers
inexorable law, provided with its system of rewards or punish evaded ? For an answer to these questions witness the ef enough to elicit a number of criticisms upon it, the tone and
anisms,
there is as wide a difference as the wisdom and skill
of
the
lower.
Again,
is
it
not
most
difficult
(if
not
impossible)
ments as he obeys or violates its injunctions, and this apparent fects upon society which human governments have produced! temper of which.indicate the important work it is accomplish
for any Spirit to transmit that through the mind of. a medium are different which conceives and forms them. One is perfect,
ing.
The
leading
article
of
the
July'
number
of
Putnam's
Mag
ly for the purpose of educating and advancing him in a career Witness the influence which has emanated from a national
which that medium’s mind is not sufficiently unfolded to com the other imitative. To illustrate: Nature’s gems are perfect
of endless progress toward perfection. To enjoy existence he government, in the wars produced and the slavery perpetuated ; azine reviews at some length the anthropological portion of
prehend ? It can not, I think, unless Spirits have gained the and brilliant. The artist, chemist (or alchymist, if you choose),
must yield obedience to the laws of respiration, digestion, gravi from state organizations with their gibbets, penitentiaries, and this volume, and concedes the whole ground it claims—that
same
individualized and independent control over the local or with the same elements obtains only an imitation, dull, and
tation, and all others controlling hrs physical nature, and a vio prisons! An alyzethe operation upon human welfare, of courts “ man is not one, but many.” The Rev. Mr. Taggart, a Uni
gans
of
language which they obtain over some medium’s without the sparkling brilliancy of the true. So of mechanisms.
lation of either of them is met by a punishment proportioned of justice, miscalled, with their concomitants of judges, juries, tarian clergyman, makes the samoacknowledgment in a sermon
lands,
moving
them without impression or volition from the I think they will always be imitations, but never the perfect,
to its extent, and evidently intended to instruct him at what lawyers, sheriffs, constables, and marshals ! Observe the inv lately delivered ; and to this complexion must every intelligent
the real, to be moved and controlled for the production of
action of will on the part of the medium’s brain.
and
unprejudiced
mind
come
at
last.
Both
Mr.
Taggart
and
point he has left the right path, and admonish his return. The moral influences always engendered in the atmosphere of the
Perhaps Mr. Spear approaches nearer to this last condition motive-power by universal laws, causes, or principles. Still
the
writer
in
Putnam,
however,
claim
a
symbolical
spiritual
motive which impels him to a violation of these laws has not legislative, the executive, and the judicial functionaries of gov
than any with whom I am acquainted; and hence ideas, de man should aspire to the most perfect imitations, through both
the slightest influence in modifying their operation. The re ernment, from the magistrate’s court, and the lawyer’s office, meaning beneath the text of the Hebrew Scriptures upon signs, structures,, scientific laws, and principles can be, and individualized and universal agencies, with anticipations of
buke is instantaneous and commensurate with the deviation, and the county seat, up (or down) to the Presidential cabinet, which they still rest its rights to be considered a plenary in are transmitted, through his organs of speech which his intel success corresponding to his capacities and condition.
spiration. All the theological criticisms upon “ Types of Man
whether the motive be the highest and holiest or the meanest the National congress, and the National metropolis! Take in
A. UNDERHILL.
kind” have thus far passed by Mr. Gliddon’s portion of that lect is incapable of originating, perceiving, or even, it may be,
at
one
view
all
the
vast
and
expensive
demoralizing
and
de
and most selfish of which the human mind is susceptible. In
of
comprehending.
This
most
natural
plane
would
seem
to
volume with a few general terms of abuse. There has been
the latter supposition, of a selfish motive, it is true the social structive results of the attempted coercion of man, by physical
Moderation is a dread of incurring that envy and contempt which
no attempt at a scientific answer to its positions. However be with the specials—the individualized—with a sight extend
force,
to
forsake
the
wrong
and
pursue
the
right,
and
judge
by
law is also violated, which brings an additional, though sepa
attend
upon intoxicated prosperity ; it is an ostentation of the strength
injudicious may have been Mr. Gliddon’s method of stating his ing to the outer courts, at least of the generals or universals. of the mind. Moderation is an exalted station, is the desire of appear
rate, penalty, and to understand we must consider them sepa the present condition of society whether these influences have
Hence
it
may
be
inferred
that
he
is
to
the
specials
and
indicase, it will cost at least as much labor to invalidate his facts
ing superior to fortune.
rately. As an example of this operation of natural law, irre been salutary or detrimental! Such an investigation of the
idualized what Mr. Davis is to the generals and universals.
We make a virtue of moderation, in order to bound the am ition of
effects of human governments will shed a light upon the pos as it has required to collate them, and priests and clergymen
spective of human motive, take that of a person who enters
It must, however, be borne in mind that the specials and in great men ; also to comfort moderate geniuses for their s en «if- fortune,
sibility of their coexistence in harmony with the Divine. And have been notorious in all times for despising facts and prefer
the water beyond his depth and ability to return. It is mani
ring opinions. They would, rather dogmatize than think. A dividualized are the offsprings of the generals and universals, and their slender merit.—Rochefovcanlt.
fest that such an one will drown as certainly if his motive be in making it let due caution be used in tracing effects to their
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Eighteen hundred years and more have elapsed since Jesus
of Nazareth appeared among men declaring the new doctrine
and law—“ Peace and good will," in Placc ol flic old>Passionate, and bloody code—“ An eye for an eye, and a tooth for a
tooth,” unto mankind. It can not be doubted that Jesus, whose
pure and beautiful system is professed by Christendom as the
basis of its national governments, laws, and institutions, in
tended his moral teachings to apply to the conduct of nations
as well as individuals; and that, although he exclaimed, “ I
come not to bring peace, but a sword,” the declaration referred
to the sword of his spirit, destined to strike down error and
wrong, and not to weapons of bloodshed. Yet, in how far is
the spirit of the so-called Christian nations raised above the old
barbarisms which founded and extended empires by violence long
anterior to the Christian E ra ? Into the councils of what king
or cabinet—into what circle of diplomacy—has the spirit of
Jesus entered, and in what quarter of Christendom has it tem
pered the fiery passions of ambitious warrior-robbers, or set
. aside one bloody purpose or decree, that would not otherwise
have succumbed to human policy ? Alas, there is no excep
tion ! the Nazarene has triumphed on the lips of princes and
statesmen, but the policy of the rulers of nations has been—
“ An eye for an eye, and a tooth for a tooth!”
Let us for a moment consider this spectacle of national in
fidelity to loud-mouthed professions, and see if there be no
higher available spirit by which nations can be governed, and
so governed that great miseries will cease among mankind.
W hy not, instead of the camp and a resort to arms at every
difficulty, institute a Congress of Nations to establish universal
laws for trade and intercourse between civilized states; to
unite empires, kingdoms, and republics upon a mutual basis
for protection and defense, and regulate all international af
fairs by reference and amicable adjustment. It is idle in the
nineteenth century, with our recognition of Christian principles
and the brotherhood of man, for warriors or statesmen to con
tend for the necessity of a code of blood to sustain national in
terests, defend national rights, or settle national differences.
The laws that govern nations should be but an enlargement of
those regulating individuals and societies, and appeals to force
and blood made by nations are no more justifiable than similar
appeals made by individuals. The magnitude of injustice or
crime may obscure its atrocity, custom may sanctify it—for
we have consciences formed much by custom—but the acts of
governments, in the light of justice and right, in the measure
of equitable sense, are but those of individuals in their aggre
gate.
As a human, civilized, and especially Christianized being,
man submits to society, is governed by higher laws than per
sonal and, perhaps, perverted will, and, except in violation of
his compact, can not a sse rt h is rights or re d re ss h is w rongs
¿«without referen ce to society. Why, then, can not nations
which are the offspring of societies, be governed by laws of
equity instead of blood ? Why, under a law of nations regu
lated by such a congress as wc have suggested, can not every
state be insured that protection and defense which the village or
section peacefully receives from the state ? All that is required
is a constitution based upon justice and right—one to which na
tions can appeal, when aggrieved, with confidence—one that
shall have no quibbles to delight ambitious statesmen and tyrants
butwhich shall weigh and measure the differences of naiionsas
easily as our statutes measure those of neighboring farmers. Let
such a congress meet and-determine on a universal system of
commercial and political intercourse, and pledge the nations
represented to abide by that system, and war would be at an
end.
War is terrible, even for liberty and right, but it is a horrible
atrocity Avhen perpetrated for the wrong—and wars have sel
dom been for the right—for ambition, false honor, and oppres
, sion. The best energies of the world for six thousand years
have been sacrificed, in national intercourse, to a policy of blood
The law of rude force, which is the instinct of the brute, has
dictated to cabinets and senates; the passions of men have been
permitted to overleap judgment and justice, and awful miseries
have followed in the wake of almost every government record
ed. The blood, toil, and treasure of millions have been sacri
ficed by every generation—the peace of families and the har
mony of nations have been destroyed—widows, orphans, and
plunderers have been everywhere created, without accomplish
ing more than a step toward the end proposed by war. Con
quests by weapons of blood have never been permanent, and
according to the principles of right never can be. The world
has been taxed, drugged,.drained—national debts and horrors
accumulated—whole peoples beggared or enslaved, yet there
is no principle established to define the boundaries or rights of
nations, or to adjust their differences—except war. W a r! upon
which misery and ruin build their hopes—which festers and
debauches nations—which mocks the comparative idleness of
peace, the plenty and comfort of unwasted harvest fields, and
completely annuls the harmonizing force of religion, literature,
science,, and the arts.
Might not a Congress of Nations avoid all this hideous sac
rifice? save the cost of armies and fleets, remove national
taxes and debts, and destroy the gloom of death which now
hangs over the world’s hearths and altars ? Might not such a
congress, acting in the better spirit and light of our age, break
down every Avail and barrier on earth—remove every suffer
all nations,
nations, and
and at
at once develop a truly’ humanized
ing -unite
unite all
world ? Who or what could resist such a combination of civ
ilized states, pledged to stand by each other for the rmht ?
Fighting nations would at once become ¿nomalies-warriors
would exist only m the show-cases of museums, and that beau
tiful and God-like spirit, Concord, would smile over the ivhole
earth. The regulations of such a congress need not abridge
or cramp the growth of the future.^ Despotism may fall and
freedom expand, without interfering with the true principles
•governing a brotherhood of nations. The future area of free
dom or tyranny depends more upon the people than upon the
thrones and governments of the world. The tide of humanity,
flowing upward into the light, will legislate for itself as it rises.
W hy not, then, have a Congress of Nations ? Why not pre
fer reason, and break the sword ? since to reason the nations
are finally forced after their squandering of treasure and blood.
Why not man prove his mission higher than a bully’s or a

AND

B R I T T A N ’S S P I R I T U A L

TELEGRAPH.

bloodhound’s, and that he can everywhere regulate his life by deed, distauce seems to haA’e little or nothing to do with modifying its
D IG E S T O F C O R R E S P O N D E N C E .
F A C T S AND R EM A R K S.
the principles which God has universally written in the human power. The spiritual touch, hearing, smell, and taste are equally acute.
Mr. I. G. A tavood , of Lockport, N. Y., writes us concern
Conference of J uly 18.—This Conference (at this office) Avas opened
heart, and which are opposed to brute force and the shedding These interior senses grasp not only physical, but spiritual things. ing his practice and success-as a healing medium. Throngs by Dr. Y oung, avIio spoke of the comparative evidence of the reality of
They lay our own interiors open to each other, and enable two minds
spiritual intercourse afforded by means of raps and tips, and by writing
of human blood.
to come in rapport. When thus in rapport, intelligence may pass be of persons afflicted with diverse diseases apply to him daily,
and speaking through the human organs. He maintained that the latter
tween them, and one may impress the other with his own ideas. This and many of them go away lavishing blessings on him and the
class of phenomena could be counterfeited, but that the former could
V IR T U E IT S O W N R E W A R D .
is proved by numberless experiments, both on the part of believers in power that operates through, him, for the relief they have ex
not. Mr. F ishbouoh said he had lately met a Spiritualist in the fog, and
the possibility of communicating with Spirits, and unbelievers. Prof.
perienced- under his treatment. He uses no medicines, but would relate his case as a type of many others. That man had long
The inculcation and pursuit of virtue bring their own reward.
Williams and Dr. Dods demonstrate this.uniformly at their lectures:
Man is a creature who can not act without a motive; motives, and this point conceded and settled, and we have a firm basis for the only directs and applies to the diseased, by manipulations, the been an inA’estigator of Spiritualism, aj^[ had witnessed a great variety
like the weights of a clock, control his action, but he is given superstructure of Spiritualism to rest upon. If Dr. Dods, by’ an action spiritual influence which flows throug hhim. Mr. A. has been of those demonstrations which Dr. Young and others considered so con
by the wise Creator a power of discrimination, of judgment upon of his mind, can impress another mind across the room, or even a foot assured by the intelligence which guides him, that relief to a vincing; but be now found his faith gradually leaving him, and he
feared tliat’he should soon be a blank materialist if he Avas not favored
tho motives that actuate him, and can avoid those influences or an inch beyond himself, Vvliat is there to prevout his thus impressing cholera patient could be effected in three minutes, and a cure with certain kinds of manifestations, which he described. Mr. F. told
mind out of the body, or receiving impressions from mind out of the in fifteen minutes (unless the case is too far gone) by simply
which lead him to ovil, and bring to him. pain, sorrow, and
him that in his state of mind he never could be permanently convinced
body? If the senses of our inner man can thus go abroad uncoufined
unrest. The man of wisdom and understanding seeks and by space, reason, and philosophy, alike affirm that communications be placing one hand over the stomach, and the other upon the by any mere outer demonstrations, however strong these might be. He
does the good from an absolute necessity of his nature—by tween the physical and spiritual worlds are not only possible, but nat chest of the patient. Our correspondent says he Avrites mainly counseled him to seek, by purity of life and aspiration, the opening of
reason of his sympathies and wants. To him the pursuit of ural and inevitable : and if it be not so—if the conclusions of a sound to léarn if some light on the general’ subject of healing, by the interiors of his mind, and them he would be a Spirit himself, and
would know that Spirits exist because he exists. Mr. F. advised other
evil or wrong is repulsive. His soul, like a finely attuned in reason arc here at fault, it rests with the gentlemen opposed to show us this method, can not be placed before the world. We reply
doubting, test-seeking Spiritualists to pursue the same’ course. Dr.
that if he or any one else Avili write out a clear, concise, com- You no replied, taking the ground that it was presumptuous to pray to
strument, shudders at ev’ery finger of discord touching its keys why.
In these superior capacities of the'inner senses we get a solution of prehensiv’e, and practicable system of rules for the most efficient
Joy and felicity’ follow him only in the path of virtiie.
be convinced of a thing before Ave know whether it is true or not. Mr.
the grand problem of the faculty, or faculties, of intuition, conscious
The higher our humanity is developed, the more instinctively ness, and instiuct; how it is that some persons can solve the most com application of the magnetic and spiritual power in the cure of F ishbough thought, howcA’cr, that it was not presumptuous to pray for
we cling to the beautiful and true, the more abhorrent is every plicated mathematical questions on the instant; how it is that another diseases, the same may be very easily put in type, and what tho truth. P. B. R andolph thought that every thing had a spiritual
origin and foundation. He spoke at some length in the development of
thing false and deformed. Selfishness—a desire to satisfy Avill describe events occurring at the time, thousands of miles away is more, it will be read by numbers, and estimated and applied
a thesis Avhich he had received from a Spirit, concerning the grounds of
self-longings, which are the soul's inaudible articulations— Avith a broad ocean between. Most points of abstract knowledge com according to its merits.
immortality. Wc can give no just idea of the argument in our present
may lie at the base of these instincts and actions of the mon to the world—the uneducated tribes os well as the learned—may
brief space. Mr. It. related facts to show that the supposed proofs of
good man, but this weighs nothing against their virtue be regarded as imparted by’ consciousness, or the inner senses ; such as
L ydia B a ker , of Corsicana (what State ?) Avrites us describ the identity of Spirits given through rappings and table-tippings are
the fact that wc exist, which can not bo demonstrated externally; that
Selfishness, in some sense, lies at the bottom of all life, in all
ing curious experiences to which she is subject, such as being usually very inconclusive, and closed by relating some interesting expe
Ave are free to act, Ioa’c, and hate; that we arc responsible to a superior
its real or imaginable manifestations. Intelligence purifies and power, nnd that such power exists. The things of consciousness we compelled to imitate the motions of playing on the piano, and riences as a medium. Dr. II allock recurred to the case of the man in
ennobles it, and makes it equal to the loftiest actions and as know better than avc know any’ thing else. There is nothing wc are so to act and speak in various other ways, a s . if controlled by a the fog referred .to by Mr. Fishbough. He said there were some who
can not pray to God for light because they do not know that they are
pirations of humanity. The true man is good, because to be certain of as that Ave live, that aa’o have a pain, or that avc love wife and Avill foreign to her own. She very often receives distinct and
not Spirits themselves; and he thought that such other strivings for
evil would be to give over the instincts of his soul to torment children, and yet these things are uot tangible to the external senses, or vivid mental impressions, and those impressions purport to light as they might be capable of would meet with a response. S. B.
Would that, in the language of one of the noblest of poets, all demonstrable on the external plane.
come from Spirits, and in one special instance from the Spirit B ritt an thought that the intellectual manifestations were superior to
Wc have now a man Avith external senses to connect him with the
might feel that the virtuous man
of
an Indian chief, who persistently, and somewhat to her an all others, because the}1appeal directly to the soul, but he did not think
natural world, and duplicate internal senses to connect him with the
that the physical manifestations Avere referable to mundane causes in so
spiritual; and on recurring to the history’ of our race, we find that in noyance, claimed her services in bringing about a certain dis
“ Is great in bis humility, ns kings
great a proportion of instances as Mr. Randolph had intimated. He
all nations nnd ages, while the masse» have been greatly obscured as to posal of his family ornaments. Our correspondent seems to
Are little in their grandeur
challenged efforts to tip tables or produce raps by the mere effort of the
that
the spiritual, by reason i f an unnatural grossness aud predominance of be of a somewhat doubting disposition, and says, “ I am among
human Avill, and thought that such efforts Avould inevitably fail. He
*Every heart contains perfection’s germ,
the physical, there have been men aaIiosc inner senses were open and such a community of disbelievers that I hardly know whether
then related some singular and interesting spiritual facts Avhicli had
And wisest of the sages of the earth
active, and who at the same time existed consciously both upon the
to believe my own eyes.” She can not, ho.vvever, think it all lately come to his knowledge, nnd Avliich we suppose he intends to Avrite
That ever from the stores of reason drew
natural aud spiritual planes. These have been the prophets, philoso
out. Dr. Gray related a couple of remarkable facts in liis own expe
Science and truth, and virtue’s drendless tone,
pliers, leaders, nnd lights of the world. The original man wa3 not a humbug, yet knows not how much of it to believe. The
rience and that of his family, and the meeting then closed.
phenomena
which
our
correspondent
describes
are
exactly
Were but a weak and inexperienced boy,
wholly a brute, occupied exclusively with tilings of external sense ; but
Proud, sensual, unimpnssioned, unimbued
at the same time that lie associated vitli his fellows and the physical such as wc ha\re been in the habit of attributing to spiritual
S pirit -S eeino and S pirit-G uardianship.-^P. B. R andolph, a me
With pure desire and universal love,
world, lie AA’alked aud talked with angels and with God. Such is his agency; but if she or any of her skeptical friends Avill deeply dium from Auburn, saw a Spirit standing by Mr. Partridge while he
Compared to that high being of cloudless brain
natural condition—the double sphere, the double life—for Avliich lie and thoroughly consider them, and then concei\re of any other Avas speaking, and breathing into his mind the thoughts to which he
Which death, pausing in awe before
was intended ; nnd recent phenomena indiente with great clearness that
than a spiritual theory Avhicli explains all the facts, or which was giving utterance. Mr. U. said that two or three days ago, as he
His changeless cycbcam, might alone subdue.”
lie is about to take that rank again in the scale of being to Avhicli lie is
does not involve some downright absurdity when offered as a was walking along Broadway, near Pearl Street, he saw two men going
entitled and fitted by virtue of bis native organization.
to fight. He at the snmc time heard an interior voice saying, “ Look,
solution of these occurrences, we advise her to adopt that
and see the providence of God!” He looked and saw the white-robed
A PEACEFU L CONQUEROR.
theory; but it is unsafe and unwise to admit any other than Spirit o’f an innocent little child go and apparently whisper in the car
B O R N T O T H E S P IR IT -L A N D .
A great, peaceful, modern conqueror and civilizer is Steam
the spiritual theory, if no other will oxplain the facts.
of tho man who Ava3 about to commit an assault upon the other, nnd in
Born to the Spirit-land, at Belchertown, Mass., on the 4th
stantly the man’s anger was cooled, and he said, “ I ’ll not strike you this
Before its power, the glory’ of the Alexanders and Platos stands
time, but I will next tim e;” and he turned and walked away. A fcAv
insignificant and confused. Its influence as an agent surpasses of May, 1854, Mrs. Julia A. Longley, Avife of Mr. A. H
Mr. P. M . G r e e n , of Oasis, Waushara County, Wisconsin,
every other discovery .or invention of man. Its goneral adop Longley, of Ballston Spa, New York, aged 28 years. She writes that two years ago when he moved to that place, there days ago Mr. R. was Avnlking in the street, when, just before lie arrived
at a particular spot, a voice from within said to him, “ Don’t go there.”
tion gives it a breadth of beneficence possessed by no other was developed as a medium nearly two years prior to her Avas not a Spiritualist there except his OAvn family, but that I jie was |>y this A’oice induced to change his course, and in a moment
Spirit-birth,
and
many
have
been
convinced
of
the
truth
and
agent. Little could the Winchesters, Watts, and Fultons have
there are uoav about thirty in the neighborhood, and that the after, a piece of timber fell from the side of a partly finished house upon
dreamed of the immense re\’61ution the vapor of water was to beauty’ of Spiritualism through her instrumentality’, as nearly manifestations have taken a variety of forms. His own the spot where he was admonished iiot to go, and he had no doubt that
effect in the temporal and social condition of the world. They every phase was manifested in her presence. Mrs. li. had brother, who is a speaking and. writing medium, lias lately I if
b“ n lh"s
week) have been inlittle thought of the annihilation of time and space that in less not been well for a number of years, though she seemed to been trained by the Spirits in the speaking of the Polish,
than half a century has ensued—of continents separated by enjoy good health after becoming a medium. She Avas a mem French, German, and Norwegian languages, of neither of 1 P sychological P henomena in an I diot.—Dr. U allock rèferred to
tempestuous oceans linked together—of hemispheres trodden ber of the “ orthodox” church, in good and regular standing, which has he any knowledge while in the normal state. Some the case of an idiot concerning whom he had read in Dickens’ “ Houseby iron feet, with almost the speed of lightning, and every’ pro but suffered much persecution for the sake of her spiritual of these, at least, are said by those who understand them’ to hold Words." The idiot conceived it to be an indispensable duly bind
vince of human labor abridged infinitely by something lighter faith—though she never wavered from it in the least. She be spoken very properly and fluently through him. On one inS ”P°" !»•». to go put every morning and talk to the birds, which he
was a kind and amiable companion, and while her departure
.
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« • -, accordingly did. Continuing this practict
than air, yet stronger than the hurricane.
occasion our correspondent s brother was controlled by a Spirit
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.
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early life up to the age of thirty years, lie was then taken sick. While
W hat a wonderful place steam has come to fill, if we look at Avas Avidely’ and deeply regretted, her relatives and friends had,
who
purported
to
be
‘
P
olly
Scott,
of
Comò,
mois.
u
rc
o
rU
p0n
his
bed
lie
manifested
an
anxiety
to
rise
and
go
forth
to
its numberless appliances L In the vault of the newspaper in the loss of her mortal presence, the assurance of her im respondent subsequently had occasion to w rite to the father of I perform his morning duty, but his brother pacified him by telling him
establishment, in tho factory’, in the mine, in the machine shop, mortality, and of her continued endeavors to render happy her this lady, and, w ithout intim ating Avhat had occurred, incident-1 he would do that for him. His disease grew Avorsc, and he was appain the foundery, in the mill, and on the railroad, it is the Alpha earth-companions, Avhom she is prepared to meet in iieaven. ally asked Avhother P olly w as dead ? H e soon rece ived an I rcntly near his end, when lie looked upAvard, and in a rapture exclaimed,
and Omega of the age. As Avell might we now think to live with She left a sorrowing husband—who, however, sorrows not answ er in w hich the father Stated th at his d a u g h te r Avasdead ; I “Mother! oh, how beautiful r and immediately expired. His S pirit
out all things else, save light, air, and food, as Avithout steam. without hope—and a fine little boy’, about two-weeks old. The and thus the information which had previously come only mother had come to conduct him into the realms of light. Of course,
this vision could not have been an embodied reproduction of any pre
The farmer, the mechanic, the laborer, the merchant, arid the disease which caused the death of Mrs. L. Avas enlargement through the purported spiritual channel, was fully confirmed.
vious conceptions, for as an idiot lie can not be supposed to have had
of
the
breast
and
liver,
terminating
in
Avater
on
the
heart
and
capitalist alike are served and enriched by it. It assists them
any distinct conception or belief in regard to spiritual tilings.
to mould their products into useful and merchantable shapes, brain. For many Aveeks her sufferings’ Avere great, but she
Mr. W i l l ia m L y o n , writing from “ Naausay,” Avliich \\re
and bears them over lands and seas to all markets. It is a bore them without a murmur. She was unconscious of earthly
T able-Tipping and the “ Ring E xperiment” 1,500 Y ears Ago —
spade, a hammer, and a fire-horse for the nations. It fills up things near the close of her mortality. Of a quiet, retiring infer to be somewhere in the neighborhood of “ out West,” About the year 3G0, Yalcns, who Avas then emperor of Rome, consulted
gives
11
s
an
account
of
the
investigations
and
experiences
by
A'alleys, drains morasses, and digs down Ihe mountains; it manner, she had no enemies, but many ardent friends, who
two soothsayers, as they were then called, concerning his successor in
snags the rivers, dredges the.harbors and channels, and drives have, in the recollection of her life and virtues, a high and which he became a Spiritualist. They are very similar to the imperial office. The process of evoking the required information
the keels of commerce through the dark Avaters in defiance of consoling example. We had prepared a notice of her Spirit- those Avhich have convinced thousands of others, and Avith .was as follows : A three-legged table, made of laurel, was placed in the
wind and tide. And in Avar, even, it has become the most bifth some Aveeks ago, but it was mislaid, and lost. Soon after Avliich our readers are already familiar. Mr. L., as it Avould center of the room, and coA’crod with a cloth, on the edge of Avliich the
Mrs. L.’s departure, the following lines, Avritten through her appear, has devoted himself in good earnest to the propaga letters of the alphabet were painted. Over the center of the table was
mighty’ as avcII as the most terrible of engines.
tion of the neAV faith, and proposes to travel and circulate suspended a metallic ring. Valons then asked avIio would be the next
The Syracusan Avho astonished and terror-struck the Romans hand, Avere found :
emperor. The table tipped, and the ring vibrated, and the letters over
tracts and papers by which it is advocated. May he meet Avhich it rested the longest were T —II—E —0 —D. Yalens afterward
PAKODY OX THE “ CARRIER DOVE.”
with his catapult» and leaden dolphins, were he revived to look
with success in all good endeavors.
Fly away to the Spirit-land, SAvect dove,
issued an order that ever}’ one in his dominions whose name began with
upon the maifestations of our day, would hide his “ diminished
head.” Perhaps his problem, which the infuriate Roman cut
short with the sword, Avas this same steam ; luckily for modern
glory, it was left to be solved by the nineteenth century’. But
gigantic and grand as steam now is, it has greater triumphs
before it. The splendor of its infancy’ will be eclipsed by the
triumphs of age, when, ceasing to be an agent of war, monopoly,
and oppression, all its forces shall be turned to the culture and
subjugation of earth, making it a garden and a paradise for man.
s.
DR. O R T O N ’S L E C T U R E S .

The lectures at Dodworth’s Hall on Sunday, the 9th inst
morning and evening, Avere delivered by Dr. J. R. Orton, of
Brooklyn. We present beloAV a brief abstract of the remarks
of the morning. The subject Avas the Philosophy o f Spiritualm. The speaker said :

Fly away to the Spirit-land,
And bear these lines to thè friends I love,
The happy’ and beautiful band ;
Deep gloom lias saddened my. weary breast,
With sorrow my heart is stirred,
1 long to hear from the land of the blest—
Oh, tly to their home, sweet dove.
Oh, fly to their bower, sweet doA-c, and say,
“ Hope’s light is on me now,”
I long to list to a seraph’s lay,
With bright glory upon my brow ;
I feci that this Avorld 13 not my home,
An a n g el’3 sAA’e ct voice I’ve heard,
It comes from beyond the dark, lone tomb
oli, fly to their home, sweet bird !
I will wait thy coming at dawn, sweet dove,
I will Avait thy coming at eve,
But bear some news from the friends I love,
And then I shall cease to grieve ;
I could s p rin g from this prison on Avings of love,
I could fall by’ death’s conquering sword,
But I can not stay from the friends above—
Oh, fly to their home, sweet bird !

the letters “ T—II—E—0 —D,” should be put to death—notwithstand

Mr. I. M. R omink, of Portland, Indiana, writes us concern ing which Theodosius Avas the next emperor. Wc take this account,
second-handed, from the Rerum Gcstarum of Aunnianus Marccllinus,

ing the gratification which lie derives from the weekly visita
Paris edition of 1G81, p. 552.
tions of the T elegraph , and the valuable instruction Avhich
lie' has reccii’ed from its pages. Our correspondent rejoices I C urious S piritual A ntics.—1The Spiritual Era of July Gth contains
especially in the consoling demonstrations which our columns an editorial article de’tailing some curious manifestations which the editor
have afforded concerning human identity in an hereafter and has witnessed. For instance, a tabic is spread in the usual manner for
immortal state, and is pleased with the manner in Avhicli the amca!; b3’ » W
9

*

.

_ .

6ipI Yho. “ “ ^

nicdil™- Soon aP

.1 parently a living thing about the size of a kitten, is seen to be moving

T elegraph throws cold water upon the (hypothetical) fires of about undcr thc (nble-cloth, and after aAvhile, as the spectators grow
hell. We thank our correspondent for his encouraging words, fain;jinr with the phenomenon, a small delicate hand, seeming to belong
and Ave shall continually strive to deserve them.
to a child about four years old, is observed to protrude suddenly from
beneath the cloth, and is as suddenly withdrawn. After this operation
has been repeated several times, the manifestation changes, nnd a good
I. M. M e sser , of W est Salisbury, Vt., \\ rites concerning I gjze^ ¡-00^
perhaps a boot upon it, is suddenly thrust out from bcthe state and progress of Spiritualism in that place. 1 he} I ncaj}, jj10 c]0tb) mid js withdrawn under it again. At other times the
haA’e a circle of about twenty members which meets Aveekly I family are in the habit of placing a Bible under the table, as they arc
for communications Avith the invisibles, and they have, in dif- seated round it, when the Spirits will open it at the passage wlncli they

ferent stages of development, rapping, Avriting, clairvoyant, and | desire them to lend,
lie hoped no one would consider himself under any obligation to ac
speaking media. The phenomena occurring among them, as
cept his opinions or conclusions. Eacli must test truth for himself, nnd
Announced his own D eath.—Some few weeks ago, Mr. C. C. Y right,
appropriate Avliat he could. Unless truth sinks deeper than the intel
described by our correspondent, are quite similar in their gen
a
Avell-known
artist of this city, who was a Spiritualist nnd medium,
lect, it is of little use. It must become incorporated with our interiors,
eral features to those occurring in many other places
passed into the land of souls, nnd liis demise was duly noticed 111 our
part and parcel of ourselves, before Ave can act from it to any purpose
columns. We have just been credibly informed that shortly after Mr.
Truth is expansive in its nature. The truths of to-day will not anSAver
W.’s
death, and before intelligence of the same could have been carried
The
following
lines,
which
breathe
with
a
trustful
spirit
of
T he S unday M eetings .— The Lecture at Dodworth’s
for to-morrow. The ancients have sent down to us maps of the Avorld,
ns they’ understood it. They believed those portions of Asia, Africa, resignation, are the utterance of A. IT. Longley, the bereaved Academy last Sunday morning Avas delivered by Mr. William from the city, the Spirit of Mr. Wright announced his change, through
a medium, at the residence of Mr. David Bruce, of Long Island, some
and Europe Avith which they Avere acquainted to constitute the Avorld consort of the Spirit-born :
Fishbough. His s u b j e c t was the distinctive characteristics I bwenby mj|es from tins city. Mr. Bruce, who until recently resided iin
T hat it avas n flat extended plane, Avas obvious. But, by-nnd-by, Asia
of the religious and the non-religious m anor the question, I wiHmnigburg, wn3 an intimate acquaintance of Mr. Wright, but was not
Calm be thy rest, my gentle one,
extended in one direction, Africa in another, nnd Europe in another,
What constitutes true religion ?
expecting liis death at the time the Spirit-announcement was received ;
And dreamless be thy sleep,
nnd beyond, oceans appeared ; and ultimately’ the two vast continents
T h e n o n -re lig io u s m an w a s g o v e rn e d by th e lo v e o f s e lf and the announcement being precisely accordant with the fact, can not
Though thou hast left our dwelling lone,
of the Xcw World, Avith the isles of the Pacific, Australia, and land
a n d th e w o rld . H is m ain im p u lses to a ctio n a r is e p rim a rily I but bc vegarJ e<l as a strong demonstration of the reality of spiritual inFor thee wc will not weep.
toward the South Pole, and land toward the North Pole—and more
Avonderful than all, the world turned out to be round ; and still more
from c o n sid e ra tio n s as to Avhat h e sh a ll e a t, Avhat h e s h a ll
I would not call thee back again
wonderful, avc arc just discovering that it is probably inclosed in sev
To this dim, cloudy sphere,
d rin k , an d A vherewithal sh a ll h e be c lo th e d — Iioav h e s h a ll I F oretold hf.r own D eath.—A paragraph from the Cincinnati Ineral refined spheres, appropriate to the more elevated states of exist
This world of care, of grief, and pain,
p ro c u re Avealth, p e rso n a l h o n o rs, e tc ., th in k in g th a t w h e n he quircr of July 3d was read by Mr. Partridge, in which it was stated that
ence in store for the human race. Still the ancients had truth. They
“ ’Twero siu to Avish thee here.”
shall have procured all these things he will seek the kingdom on thc Previous Saturday, at noon, a little girl abort ten
old, a
stood upon the earth ns well ns w e ; and a portion of the world, taken
...
, u c j •* •, , , , • . ,
,
.
I daughter of Mr. Oberland, suddenly exclaimed, “ Mother, to-morrow,
The
dawn
will
greet
the
blushing
rose,
of
God
if
he
should
And
it
suited
to
his
tastes
and
convenience
^
^
^
^
^
jn
^
,
|ir
tcrimma,
0,
tone
„„a,
some
by itself, is substantially flat, while altogether it is round. We have not
And stir the honey-bee,
yet arrived at the whole truth concerning this world ; and doubtless,
to do so.
impression upon the minds of her parents, but os she was apparently in
Yet unto these lone hearts of ours,
like other truths, as avc advance it will continue to expand upon us
The religious man, on the contrary, seeks fir s t the king- g00(j health at the time, they endeavored to think as lightly of it as
Bring
only
thoughts
of
thee.
forever.
dom of God and his righteousness— makes this superior to all possible. Duringthe cusuing night,.however, the child was taken vioOur five senses introduce us to external nature, and commuuicate cer
In every breeze that gently blows,
considerations of policy, or Avhat the ivorld’s people Avould call lently ill, and notwithstanding the best medical aid that could be affordtain kinds of pleasure and pain, but can do nothing more. Apply the
1
I
, .
»1 1 I
L ed she died on thc next day at noon. Her prophecy was literally fillWith every warbling bird,
prudence—Avith
the positive interior assurance that when he I • ^
senses to a structure like a house. Touch tells us that the material is
Methinks there comes a sign from thee—
has attained this object of his leading aspirations all necessary
hard, and Avarni or cold. Light shows us the general form, with orifices
Methinks thy voice is heard.
M eetings in B oston .—We learn from the last number of the New
filled with doors and Avindows. The other senses are of little aA’ail in
things of a worldly nature will be added unto him. The
I Avould not mourn that thou Avert called
Era that the Conferences of Spiritualists which meet in Institute Hall,
the investigation ; and all together they are not able to inform us of the
speaker drew an estimate of the comparative value of the pos
So early thus away,
Chapmau Place, Boston, on Sunday afternoons and evenings, have of .
meaning or uses of the structure. In order to ascertain this Ave must
sessions
of these two clases of men after they had respective late manifested increasing interest, and that the numbers who are at
But trust thou art immortal now
think; and this introduces us at once into the spiritual, IV e can uot
ly gained the object of their aspirations.
tending them are constantly augmenting. For the last two or three
Where reigns eternal day.
touch a thought, nor investigate it, with the external senses.
There was a Conference, as usual, in the afterooon. Wei Sundays the afternoon meetings have been addressed by Bro. Uriah
On examination, we discover that all these senses are duplicated with
did not attend the evening m eeting, and have not y e t learned Clarke, and an effort is now being made to secure his services as a
in us, but on a superior plane. The clairvoyant eye, normal or ab
g§gr*Any peculiarities that may be observed in our present
normal, has a range far beyond the reach of the external eye. It reads
w ho w as th e speaker, or w hat w as the subject o f discourse.
| speaker, permanently.
manuscripts in drawers and examines objects many’ miles away’ j n. issue, must be explained by the fact of the Editor’s absence.
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FROM OUR LOCAL CORRESPONDENT.

WILL YOU GO, LOVE, A MAYING.

AND

L iberality of the W ashington P ress.—Perhaps there is no section
BV HENRY CLAY PREUSS.
of the country in which the subject of the Spiritual Philosophy, and all
Now the warm spring is breathing o’er sky, earth, and sea,
things connected with it, have been treated by the press with more in
Will you go, love, a-Maying—will you go, love, with me 1
tense meanness and unfairness than in Washington. It is not a grate
There i3 joy on the earth, for the winter is past,
ful or a pleasant task for us to array the failings of a common humanity,
And the chains of the tyrant are broken at last;
be they exhibited in what form or place they m ay; but the coursc which
The young buds are waking, uncliilled by his breath,
the conductors of the public press in this city have seen fit to pursue in
Like a soul blooming out from the shadows of death;
relation to the subject of Spiritualism, and every thing related to it, is
The wild mountain streams, from their ice-chains set free,
so conspicuously ungenerous, unfair, and dastardly, that the demands
Are shouting in triumph on their march to the sea.
alike of truth and of justice arc best answered by a brief allusion to the
The glad birds are warbling from green shady bowers,
facts. The ~\\ ashington journals have, for many months, been in the
While the “ soft South” is telling its love to the flowers.
almost daily habit of denouncing and caricaturing the public and •private
Oh, the warm spring is breathing o’er sky, earth, and sea,
meetings of those who arc engaged in an investigation of the new phi
Will you go, love, a-Maying—will you go, love, with me!
losophy by practical experiments or discussion. This has been done,
moreover, in a coavse and undignified manner, as ill befitting the posi
Do you mind, love, the grove ’ncatli the old maple tree,
tion of the writers as public journalists as it is false and unjust to the
Where long, long ago you went Maying with m e!
subject. The penny Evening Star, the Union (regarded in some quar
Ah ! the times have since changed from the old to the new,
ters as the medium through which the views of the Cabinet arc reflected),
And we scarcely know now where the old maple grew.
and the daily* Sentinel (a sheet projected, it is said, on a venture for the
Our hearts too have changed since the days of long syru,
printing of Congress, aiid a financial failure in consequence), have been
We are not now as happy ns then, lady mine !
eager in the nttcinpt to ridicule and “ crush out" the doctrines and the
Again the spring blooms, but its promise has fled,
facts of the Spiritual Philosophy—the first and last-mentioned papers
And each flower tells of a hope that is dead.
particularly, while thc*D/iñ>n has been more cautious in its opposition.
But oh ! there are regions undimm’d by a shade,
It is a matter of small moment whether newspapers oppose or favor the
Where the sun always shines, and the flow’rs never fade ;
Spiritual Philosophy—it will extend and become steadily stronger all
There the fields that we roam ever verdant shall be,
over the country in spite of all efforts of the press to stay its progress;
And you'll go, love, a-Maying—you’ll go, love, with m e!
yet it is to be regretted that an engine of such efficient power in shaping
W ashington, I). C.
the opinions of men on many questions, and which is supposed to be
governed only by motives of good for the advancement of the nation,
should be found so utterly wanting, even in the clement of truth, when
PROFESSION AND PRACTICE.
ever it treats of this important subject. But it-is chiefly to the unmanly
The
Christian
church has wasted in useless extravagance,
cowardice and general dastardly behavior of the Washington press, and
especially of the journals named, that we wish now to refer in connec in costly decoration, and expensive ceremony what, if rightly
tion with the matter of Spiritualism. We make no objection to the at appropriated, would have relieved the world from extreme suf
tacks on the philosophy, its principles, and those who are interested in
fering, and spread the light oi education from pole to pole.
it, which have so often appeared in the newspapers of Washington ; but
Had the gospel of Christ (love) been faithfully executed, this
desire merely to state, that not one of these journals which daily abuse
Spiritualism and Spiritualists will admit a single word of reply—not even would not be so. The true spirit of Christ would have looked
the simple statement of a few of the facts which have occurred in this at the overflowing treasury, and asked, How much good can I
c ity ! What a commentary is this on the boasted “ freedom of the do with this ? How many of the suffering sons and daughters
press !” Free ! why, these editors are the veriest slaves on earth—they of the human family may ’be raised from their degradation,
dare not give the same publicity to a fact occurring at their own doors
crime, misfortune, and misery ? How many of the sad-heart
which they are in the daily habit of giving to the assertion that “ no
such facts occur!” They are afraid to allow one word of truth to be ed of the world can I make glad ? But churchmen have done
spoken on this siibject, while they do not scruple to utter frequent false otherwise. They have first burdened their tables with uncalledhood, and that, too, by the column, in reference to the things which for luxuries—they have dressed their temples in the grandest
they dare not look in the face ! The Star, a penny speculation, living and costliest of folly’s trappings—and, after literally wasting
on government bounty, ns is commonly understood, has the shameless
all, encumbered themselves with debt, and called upon the
ness to announce that its conductors “ do not choose to give more than
one side” to this question. On more than one occasion these papers crushed masses to again bend their backs to the burden which
have refused to allow a single word to appear in their columns by way God (?) hath imposed. Providence, to the Church, has been a
of a simple and courteous correction of their false and coarse personal scapegoat for every folly. And, turning to Christ, they cry,
abuse and burlesques of spiritual meetings. Dr. Cragin once went in with surprised countenances, “ When.saw we thee in prison, or
succession to each newspaper office in Washington in a vain attempt to an hungered”— or in want in any respect, and did not come to
get a single word—a statement of facts—published in justification of
thy aid? The cause of Christ is the cause of-the suflering
persons and occurrences which had been misrepresented and caricatured
in these papers! It is but fair, however, to say in this connection, that poor, and vice versa. Because distress and suflering are not
the Intelligencer has common)}' pursued, in relation to this, ns to most
other subjects, a more manly, enlightened, and dignified course of con
duct than its neighbors. The friends of Spiritualism in Washington are
debarred from the privilege of defending themselves and their cause
through the journals by which both are assailed, but they contrive to
get along very flourishingly in spite of this disadvantage—being at this
moment numerically greater than ever before.

H

Tin: Case of the “ L ost if otr” R ecovered by S piritual A id.—It
appears that in putting in writing some of the cases related at the Con
ference by Mr. L. C. Hootce, we made one or two mistakes of import
ance in our version of the “ lost note and recovery” story. This is not
strange, considering that wo made no notes of the cases, b ut' carried
them only in memory for a number of daj’s, and then wrote out the dif
ferent facts all at one time. Mr. II. reminds us that in the case alluded
to there was no note lost, but a receipt for a large sum of money paid,
and'this receipt was discovered by its proper owner in time to save him
in the possession of his farm, as he avers through direct spiritual agency.
The case is a remarkable one, and the facts, as told by Mr. H., arc these:
A firmer living in Maryland, not far from this place, died, leaving to
an only and married son a small homestead, and, as his son supposed, un
encumbered, but after his death it was found that an individual pos
sessed, apparently, a large claim.against .the estate, which the son believed had been settled, but of which he could find no evidence in the
shape of a receipt, high or low, cither at home, among the old man’s pa
pers, or at the clerk’s office at Annapolis court-house, where the old
man had been engaged very frequently in making settlements of some
other estates, and where this receipt might have been left wiili others.
The claim was urgently pressed for payhient, and finally in the form of
a lawsuit, and but a few days before the suit came off, oppressed in
spirit, in view of the probable result of the suit, as it would sweep away
every particle of property the old man left him, and, 03 he believed, un
justly, but of which he could produce no proof, lie, the son, one evening
retired from the room, where his wife was engaged with her household
duties, into an adjoining room, and threw himself upon the bed. In two
or three minutes he returned somewhat excited, and asked his wife to
get his clothes ready, for he was going to stait oft' some distance in the
morning. His wife seemed to understand to what place in her answer,
though surprised at his determination, and asked him what was the use
of his going to Annapolis again to hunt those papers. lie had already
been there several times before, and he could not find them. lie remarked
that lie had just seen his deceased father; as soon as he threw himsblf
on the bed his father appeared to him at the foot of the bed, and told
him to go to the clerk of the court at Annapolis, and tell him to look in
a certain drawer described by him, and there he would find a book, and
on opening that book he would find the paper lie was in search o f; and,
says he, of course I am going. She asked him if he said any thing to
his father. He answered that lie only had time to ask him if lie was
happy, and he answered, Yes, and vanished. He went the next morn
ing to Annapolis, told the clerk what drawer to look in, and lie did so,
and from which they took a book, and opening which, ns his father told
him, be found the paper, showing an entire settlement of this fraudulent
claim, and on his returning home, it getting noised about, the suit was
withdrawn.
_______________________
T he W ashington Conference.—It has been decided to postpone fu
ture meetings of this society until the end of the hot season. At the
last meeting a proposition of this kind wa3 put to a vote and carried
without opposition. The decision appeal’s to be a sensible one. No
subject, not even thnt of life and death, can be profitably considered by
an assemblage of people in a gas-lighted room with the mercury at 92°.
Such conditions arc prejudicial to unbiased methods of investigation, ns
well ns bodily discomfort—they suggest the possible analogy of some
actual brimstone realm down in the bowels of the earth, or in the imme
diate vicinity of the planet, where unhappy mortals who have neglected
to subscribe to the letter and spirit of the Westminster Catechism and
the Saybrook platform may, at this moment, be gently simmering on
boundless beds of glowing embers, after the approved orthodox fashion.

Informed of it in a D ream.—On Sunday, the 9th instant, about three
o’clock p. m.. the wife of the present writer lay down on the bed, fell
asleep, and dreamed that a notable, yet not very common event, was
taking place at the house of a friend, by which the great family of old
father Adam received a very small numerical augmentation. She told
her dream when she awoke, and on the following Tuesday evening was
informed by a member of the family most concerned, that the event re
ferred to had actually taken place, nnd at the very hour when she re
ceived her telegraphic dispatch from drenm-land informing her of the
same. Query : IIow came this information of an event totally unex
pected at the time, nnd at the very moment of its occurrence, unless it
was conveyed through some interior, supersensuous, or spiritual
channel 1
Opportunities make us known to ourselves 03 well as to others.

within the sphere of vision, we must not act as though there is
no such thing. The poor we have with’us, whether at our door
or beyond the world of waters. Mankind are one brotherhood,
and God the common father. The poor are as precious in his
sight as the rich. And with what sorrow must he view his
professed people unfaithful in their stewardships, “ passing by
upon the other side” of misery’s gulf, purLjosly avoiding the scene
of sorrow within. It will be more possible for a camel to go
through the eye of a needle than for a rich and selfish church
to enter into the spheres of the wise and good.
Spiritualism is a re-affirmation o f Christ's G o s p e l . It is
the second coming—not of the man, but the great principal—
“ Love God with all your heart, and your fellow as yourself.*
Love to God the professional, love to man the qmictical. The
first a simple declaration of which the second is the proof.
Duty to man is love to God in practice.
Do Spiritualists understand this? What then? Shall the
example of the great counterfeit be emulated ? Shall we be
but mere hollow prrifessionalists—impostors ? or shall we seek
a practical path, and waste nothing while human suflering is
known to exist?
a . c . m ‘c .
P hiladelphia, July 8.

ITINERANT ETCHINGS OF URIAH CLARK.
, NUMBER FOUR.

B oston, July 15, 185*1.
I have fallen behind several weeks in my etchings. But the T ele
graph lias survived the loss,'and shows a living spirit well adapted to
the spiritual demand of the people. Were it in need of any words of
encouragement, I could furnish commendations of the highest kind
from every pince I have thus far visited in my itineracy. The broad,
rational, comprehensive ground the T elegraph takes commends itself
to the most progressive inquirers with whom I come in contact. I find
many who have become believers in Spiritualism on the facts and evi
dences you have published, and though they have witnessed few or no
manifestations, they regard, their faith as strong ns any faith can he on
human testimony. Keep your present elevnted, impartial, unsectarian
plane, and j’our paper will yet accomplish a wider mission.
Since my last report, I have spent one Sunday in Hartford, talking
in place of A. J. Davis ; lectured one night at Chicopee Falls, near the
scene of some of my severest experiences ; attended the Spiritual Con
vention in Boston, only a very meager report of which was given ;
spoke three limes one Sunday in Lowell ; spent a week in Portland,
lecturing twice to most respectable audiences ; talked three evenings in
Augusta, and for the three last Sundays have boen cooperating with
the friends in Boston.
The soil of Maine is still in a virgin state for Spiritualism. In Port
land I found a first class of minds deeply yet rationally interested in the
new gospel. I was vastly refreshed by the noble and congenial souls
there engaged ; and if every place had the salt of Portland the cause of
Spiritualism would never savor of folly and fanaticism. In the hospi
tality of my learned and venerable friend, James Furbish, nnd bis fam
ily, Mi's. Dcnnct, Mr. Millikcn, the Rev. Mr. Hayden nnd lady, of the
New Church, I found the most elevated congeniality and encourage
ment to the spiritual cause.
I had the honor of breaking ground in Augusta. The friends here are
hearty and zealous, and are favored with some good media. Our friend
Hunt, who lias given you some facts, devotes his whole soul to the
theme. In the family of Capt. Smith I witnessed remarkable phenom
ena in the way of lappings and tippings of a huge family table. The
fine old town of Augusta promises a spiritual harvest.
Boston, with its vicinity, is still alive in Spiritualism, aud shows signs
of reviving interest. Brother Loveland still cooperates very successfully
with the friends in Charlestown. In Roxbury, East Boston, and other
suburbs, regular circles are held in balls on Sunday for speaking media
and others. Bro. E. A. Newton lias taken h&ld of the New Era, and
will labor cftectually to improve its volumes. Bro. Snow’s Harmony
Hall greets many interested visitors. Our friend Marsh’s progressive
book-store is always alive with earnest company, and is to Boston what
your office is to New Aork. The Boston Conference of Spiritualists has
taken recent measures to insure a broader public interest, and has been
impressed to call on me to cooperate. I open my mouth to speak on
Sunday afternoons, aud on Sunday and Wednesday evenings we enjoy
a general conference, which is just now eliciting warm interest in spite
of weather of the same kind. We hope to report favorable progress.
Several measures are on foot to subserve the great ends of our cause in
this vicinity. We had a grand rural festival on the 10th, but Dr. Hay
den is writing you a report.
Have you read the “ Records of Bubbleton Parish” ! It comes from
the press of our hearty friend Abel Tompkins, to take whose band and
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feel whose great’soul lias given me more psychological life than to be
lord of a thousand specimens of ordinary human petrifaction. Let every
body read “ Bubbleton” if they would know tbe present detestable con
dition of nine-tenths of the popular sectarian parishes. Bro. Brittan,
we have been in “ Bubbleton.” Many parishes are very like “ bubbles,”
and less than bomb-shells are ready to burst them. More anon.

REGENERATION OF THE STAGE.
However much the condition of the stage has been, in times
past, worthy of condemnation at the hands of the moral and
virtuous part of the community, there are, at present, indica
tions of a coming time when the genius of the drama may
again lift proudly her head and claim her place among the
moral guides and teachers of the race. The pulpit, which for
many a score of years has preached a high code of morals
(that but too often is belied in the daily conduct of its support
ers), has been most lavish in its manifestations of scorn and,
contumely toward the stage, and has directed the salvos of re
ligious artillcfy with unceasing energy upon a profession that
to say the least, oilers as line a field to cultivate the nobler
faculties of the mind as their own. But a retributive justice
is, we think, about to turn the scales ; the beam is trembling
on the poise, and ere many months are passed we shall see a
new and higher condition developed, and into the painted and
spangled form of the stage-deity will be infused the vitality of
a practical Christianity—the actor will fill the part of teacher
of ethics, and the pulpit be outstripped in the race. There
are now in course of preparation several pieces, by a wellknown literary gentleman (an earnest Spiritualist), assisted by
a young man hitherto unknown to fame, which promise to
eclipse in beauty of language and moral power any productions
of late years. The initial piece of the series (a tragedy) has
been read in the f/reen-room of the Broadway Theater, and
will be brought out dijring the fall season. It will create a
great excitement, and in all probability have a long and suc
cessful run. . The name of the author is well known to all the
readers of this paper, but is suppressed for the present.
U would be well for those Spiritualists who waste much
valuable time in idle dreams of an expected millennia}», and
who, like children, wait.for the mighty changes necessary to
bring it near us, to be effected solely by our Spirit-brothers,
if, like the author of these plays, they would lend their strength
to swell the army of practical reformers, who, sword in hand,
go bravely out.to fight the many hideous forms of wrong that
now in purple robes or silken cassocks hold dominion over all
the earth.
h . o. o.
N ew Y ork, July, 1854.

BEECHER'S “ CONFLICT OF AGES.»
To

the

E ditors

of the

S piritual T elegraph :

Dear Sirs—With some sacrifice of time, and much of patience, I have
plodded through Rev. II. Beecher’s “ Conflict of Ages.” It is painful
aud humiliating to see a mind so highly cultivated, after exposing the
absurdities of old theology, fall into still greater depths of folly and in
consistency. But lie has done a good work, by hastening the downfall
of a stupendous system of folly and superstition. The motive of his
labors appears to be, not to stop at the destruction of one •system of
superstition, but to erect on its ruins another system of still more mon
strous parts and proportions. For the satisfaction of those readers of
the T elegraph who’ may not have seen his work, I will state a few of
the cardinal points of his theory.
In the first place, as above stated, lie demolishes “ old theology” by
showing up the absurdities of the doctrine of the fall in Adam, etc., and
in its stead he assumes that we have had a pre-existence, and in that
stale we forfeited Divine favor, and in this life reap the consequences.
The reason why I say that lie has assumed this position, is because such
is the fact, for you will search in vain for one single philosophical, meta
physical, or scriptural argument to sustain his views.
He, however, is not void of sagacity, for he has a vivid consciousness
of the need of some new theory iu order to keep the old ship afloat.
But, alas for her, she must go dow n! her helm is gone, her sails are
torn, her timbers are rotten, and there is a popular breeze springing up
that will cast her, n total wreck, upon some barren shore.
The question of the origin of moral evil is an important one. Be the
facts as they may, the world believes that positive moral evil does exist.
We may argue as we will, thnt what appears to he moral evil is only a
less degree of good, etc., but people will still take and act upon tilings
as they appear to be. Now, docs not our beautiful doctrine of Progres
sion afford an easy and natural explanation to all those theological diffi
culties ? Cast your eyes back the comparatively short period of three
or four thousand years, nnd do we not see a change, which if carried
hack another short period in the world’s history (say ten thousand years),
might we not find man nearly, or wholly destitute of any moral charac
ter? Look, even now, to the inhabitants of the South Sea Islands ; arc
they not nearly, or quite destitute of a clearly developed moral charac
ter ! Hence, among sucli-a people, moral evil cannot exist, ns it would
he nonsense to speak of moral evil in the absence of a moral character,
or a somewhat developed human mind. Admit my premises, and how
exceedingly easy it is to untie the Gordian knot that Mr. Beecher lias
not even been able to cut.
Let us assume, or suppose, that man is iu the transition state, betwixt
the really animal and really liumau condition—upon a kind of middle
ground, where the strife, called moral evil, is a war between the animal
and the human portion of our being—sometimes the former, and some
times the latter predominating. Again, do not all the moral evils with
which the earth is cursed, grow out of a perversion or misuse of our
animal instincts ! For instance, take acquisitiveness, and carry it out
into all its consequences, of selfishness, fraud, theft, robbery, murder,
e tc.; and you only see a perversion of that disposition, which, in ani
mals, leads them to provide for the present and future wants of them
selves nnd offspring.
Here comes up the great question—Why does a merciful God permit
such a disastrous conflict to arise? We reply, that all moral evil is in
cident upon the present imperfectly developed state of humanity; and, in
Scripture parlance, it is the penalty we pay for eating of tfie fruit of the
tree of knowledge; but our doctrine of progression and development
teaches us not to repent of having partaken of the fruit of that tree, but
rather to contiuue to eat, and give to the world to eat, confidently believing
that, some time in the future, man willlbccome so far elevated above liis
animal nature a* to enjoy perpetual peace and happiness. This, how
ever, is a consummation not to be hoped for under the present order of
tilings ; we must first have a new social organization and a new theo
logy, for old theology has heretofore hung like an incubus upon the
world, and has only advanced when forced along by stress of circum
stances. But let us not despair, for “ behold ! our redemption draweth
nigh.” Causes are now operating upon the world that will dissipate the
choking fogs nnd withering mildew brought upon it by such doctrines
ns those of Mr. Beecher, and those that lie condemns.
Our social organization is among the most fruitful causes of unhappi
ness, guilt, and misery. The man of wealth is unhappy because lie lias
so m uch; the poor man is unhappy that lie lias no m ore; the idle man
is unhappy because he lias nothing to do; the laboring man is unhappy
that lie must work so h ard ; the man of the world is greatly troubled
about many things; the true Christian alone is happy ! Hence, we
should all aspire to become Christians ; and instead of paying idolatrous
homage to the person, learn to follow the teachings of Christ.
I have recently been reading Dr. Dods’ book against Spiritualism.
The Doctor is not only a philosopher but a gentleman, and if lie lias not
crushed Spiritualism it is not liis fault, for he come3 up to the matter
fairly and philosophically, and I verily believe the only reason why lie
has not exploded the whole concern is simply because it “ can’t be did.”
The poor fellow has placed himself in what we out West call a quandary,
having to contend with both old and new theology, and he can’t destroy
one without killing the other.
Yours fraternally,
o. j . phelps.
P ikkton, O hio, June 20th,

1854.

TELEGRAPH
R E L IA B L E M E D IU M S H IP .

B ros. P artridge and B rittan :
In your issue of July 8th I noticed a long article from the pen of Bro.
J. H. Robinson, commenting largely on what he considered the credu
lity and infatuation of many Spiritualists in some particulars, and among
other points alluding to those who profess to be acquainted with some
mediums through whom “ nothing but the truth” is obtained—hinting
strongly that such a conviction is more expressive of real than of some
other traits of character. Now os I have, from the very outset, profes
sed my confidence in the practicability of a fully reliable mediumship,
and as I have repeatedly assured the public of the existence of at least
one such medium, I beg leave to announce, and to state a few plain
facts, in order to illustrate that the confidence I have, and the assurance
I have given, are founded as much on a living demonstration as is the
very fact of spiritual intercourse itself.
. There arc certain principles and data by which I judge the perfection
and refinement of a person’s mediumship, by merely glancing at a spec
imen of the communications which are given, and, in the light of such
principles and data, I said to the husband of the lady who is denomi
nated the “ Beacon Light Medium,” and previously to any personal acquaintance“with her on my part, “ I f your companion is a medium at all,
she is one more fully qualified and developed than any I have yet seen.” I
alluded to her aptitude as a medium for truth, and what was the re
sult ? From the beginning of this lady’s mission, test after test came
voluntarily and spontaneously in behalf of acquaintances and strangers,
friends and foes, and not one of them failed.
For one year, regularly, I was in attendance upon the circle sittings
and at many private sittings of the lady, and during the whole time
nothing that could be called an error was ever discovered, but on the
contrary, when certain persons, and in fuct the circle itself, once or
twice thought she had made a mistake, on inquiry they found that she
was right and they were wrong.
All strangers who visited her, however skeptical they may have been,
acknowledged that she was invariably correct in the names and descrip
tions which she gave, and in all statements which were made through
her.
All descriptions of individual Spirits,.and of family groups of Spirits*
who were strangers to all present, with the names they gave, and the.
places indicated by them as their former residences while in the body,
were proved to be correct in every instance where efforts were made to
verify them.
All statements made by Spirits relative to the improvement of distant
mediums as to their character, condition, etc., were correct.
All friends and acquaintances were gratified with frequent expressions
and tokens of a peculiar nature, which tended to bring their dear de
parted ones more distinctly to mind, and which were invariabiy cor
rect.
And thus, not only in the most important details, but also iu the
most unessential particulars, the medium in question has steadily illus
trated the most complete and delightful degree of reliability. There is
a reason for this, as for all things else—a reason which I am accustomed
to specify somewhat fully in my lectures, and on which I trust to write
still more fully at some future time. Suffice it for the pi’esent to say,
that the medium in question was prepared and selected by the Spirits
themselves as an illustration of truthful mediumship in tlvc highest im
port of the term, and hence the title “ Beacon Light” medium. We
hope still more and more to verify her excellencies to the public when
she is comparatively more free from heavy family cares and responsi
bilities, which are now becoming more weighty than ever. The “ Bea
con Light’’ publication, No. I., detailing the history of her mediumship,
stating the purposes nnd objects of my introduction to her by the Spir
its, nnd containing many beautiful messages relating to the purest prin
ciples of Heaven and the highest interests of humanity, may be had of
Partridge & Brittan, New Y ork; Bela Marsh, Boston; or of Silas
French, Winchester, N. H. Twenty-five cents and a postage stamp in
closed in a post-paid letter will secure a post-paid copy per mail.
For the brightest connection of humanity with Heaven, and as the
advocate of all those principles and measures which will secure that
brightest connection,
I am cordially yours,
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kings, down to the present king, in whose person he predicts that the
dynasty will become extinct.
Joseph von Gorres is next in order. This prophet died in January,
1848, consequently before the last revolution in France. On his death
bed he predicted approaching evil to Poland, described Hungary as
appearing to him one huge field of carnage, and lamented the approach
ing downfall of European monarchies—alluding undoubtedly to the
events which followed his death (in February and March, 1848), to the
insurrection of Posen, and the war in Hungary.
Jaspers, a Westphalian shepherd, a simple-minded, pious man, pre
dicted in 1830, just before his death, that “ a great road will be carried
through our country, from West to East, which will pass through the
forest of Bodelseliwing. On this road carriages will run without horses,
and cause a dreadful noise. At the commencement of this work a great
scarcity will here prevail. *
*
*■
Before this road is quite
completed, a frightful war will break out. A small Northern Power will
be conqueror.”
These words have all been literally fulfilled. The railway from
Cologne to Minden has, since the death of Jaspers, been carried through
the district of which he spoke. And it is to be recollected tliat the pre
diction was made before the first English .railway had been opened.
The scarcity, likewise, took place at the time specified. The railway is
not yet finished, but, in 1S48-M9, we have seen war in Schleswig-Hol
stein, in which the “ small Northern Power,” of Denmark, has been suc
cessful. Jaspera goes on to prophesy a general war, to be decided by a
great battle. “ In the year when the gréât war shall break out, there
shall be so fine a Spring that in April the cows shall be feeding on lux
uriant grass. In the same year wheat may be harvested, but not oats.
*
*
* The great battle will be fouglit at the birch tree, between
Una, Ilamni, and Werl. The people of half the world will there be
opposed to each other. God will terrify the enemy by a dreadful storm.
Of the Russians, but few shall return home to tell of their defeat.”

In regard to the “ birch tree,” which marks the spot where thè “ great
battle is to take place, many curious and coincident prophecies arc ex
tant. Spielbàhn, à Rhenish peasant, who died in 1783, predicted as fol
lows : “ But at last a foreign king shall arise, and gain the victory for
the good cause. The survivors of the defeated enemy fly to the birch
tree ; and here shall the last battle be fouglit for the good cause.” •
Another old tradition says that “ a prodigious number of people shall
come fron the East toward the West—the whole West and South shall
rise against them. The armies meet in the middle of Westphalia—but
the chief engagement,shall be at the birch tree.” This famous tree is well
known to the peasantry. It stood long between Una and Werl, and when
withered, a new one was, by royal order, planted on the spot.
Many singular predictions (now apparently verified) were made by
Jaspers and Spielbâhn. “ Before 1852,” said the former, “ the Papal
chair will be vacant for a time—the nobility is much depressed, but in
1852, rises again, to some extent.” Jaspers and the monk Brother H err
mann agree in predicting that the present King of Prussia, Frederick
William, will be the last. “ The German Empire,” said Spielbiihn,
“ shall choose a peasant for a king. He shall govern Germany a year
and a day.” This is curiously fulfilled by the election of the Archduke
John, late Regent of the Empire, who had long lived banished from
court, adopting the manners of a Styrian peasant, and marrying a peas
ant girl. His Regency lasted a little over a year.
Anton, called the “ Youth of Elsen,” is another popular seer, who pro
phesied from visions. “ When from Newhouse,” he said, “ houses may
be seen on the Bock, and when a village is founded between Paderborn
and Elsen, then is the time [of the great battle] near.” To see from the
Bock to Newliouse was once impossible, on account of a wood which in
tercepted the view. This wood has lately been cut down, and a farm
house, with appurtenances, has been built, like a small “ village.”
“ When barley is sown on the Bock, then is the time close at hand.” In
the summer of 1848, the first attempt was made to grow barley on the
cold, high district of the Bock.
Another old prophecy of the battle of the birch tree, printed in Latin
at Cologne, in 1701,speaks of a “ dreadful contest,” to be decided in
Lower Germany. “ There the armies shall pitch camps, such ns the
world has not yet seen. This fearful engagement shall begin at the birch
tree, near Bodbcrg.”
D. J. MANDELL.
Another seer, named Lndalf, saw the whole order of battle, of both
armies, and pointed out in a corn-field, near Kirch-Hctnmerdc, the spot
THE MORAL AGENCY QUESTION.
(near the birch tree) where he saw in his vision a colonel fall from liis
I have read in history of barbarous nations that worshiped or be
horse, struck by a ball.
lieved in two Powei‘3 or Gods, co-eternal and uncaused, the one Good
After numberless battles, massacres, etc., ending by the great conflict
and the other Evil, but was not aware that a similar belief was advo
cated among modern civilized nations till I read the article of T. W. at the birch tree, we arc promised universal peace. “ There will be one
Evans in your paper of May 13tli. It would be extremely difficult, if religion. On the Rhine stands a church which all people sitati aia
not utterly impossible, for me to conceive of absolute positive Evil. building. From thence, after the war, shall proceed the rule of faith.”
The whole of these various prophecies are summed up by the Black
For as positive Good tends to happiness, and positive Evil to misery,
the idea of positive Evil, to me, would seem as absurd as to suppose a wood writer in the following words, which we give without conjecture,
man would take delight in what gave him most pain, or would naturally only remarking thnt the belief throughout Germany, in regard to these
seek and prefer sickness, pain, and misery to health, pleasure, and hap things, is deeply seated among the peasantry, and the fulfillment of most
piness. Again, the existence of positive Good and positive Evil at one of the popular predictions looked forward to about the years 1850-’52.
and the same time, would destroy the idea of one infinite, all-pervading In the end, the “ good cause,” it seems, will prevail, and all men be of
God, Power, or Essence, and be decidedly opposed to the great univer “ one creed.” This is surely “ the good time coming,” of which we
sal law .of progression in Good. Nor would it improve the “ moral have heard so long.
freedom” of man. We would then be governed by two masters, two
continually opposing powers. Would we therefore be more free than
NEW PUBLICATIONS.
under one power, nnd that the great positive Good ?
le a n not conceive moral freedom in anything below the Infinite A Rivulet from the Ocean of Truth; an authentic and interesting narrative of the
advancement of a Spirit from darkness to light, proving, by an actual instance, the
To be free, we should be able to choose before we are born, whether we
influence of man onearlh over the departed. With introductory and incident»
shall be born white or black, “ bond or free,” in what age of the world,
remarks by John S. Adams. Boston: Bela Marsh.
in what nation, tribe, or sect; and not only be able beforehand to
This is a well-written pamphlet of 72 octavo pages, and the nature
select nil the influences that shall govern us, but also to know their
of its contents is sufficiently indicated by its title. The idea of a Spirit
effects, and determine in what way they shall govern us, and know their
of the immortal state being instructed and led upward from a dark and
full extent and power, and to what they will tend.
desparing to a bright and heavenly condition, will doubtless be regard
We arc made physically and mentally more for pleasure than pain,
ed ns apocryphal by many readers; yet we think it would be well for
more for happiness than misery. Hence, I believe what is called evil,
such to weigh carefully the abundant metaphysical, psychological, and
is not positive evil, but only a relative term—a lesser good—good on a
phenomenal evidence on which this idea is based before they dismiss it
lower plane—the necessary consequence of the necessary imperfections
as unworthy of regard. The idea that the repentant Spirits of the de
of secondary powers, as compared with God the great positive Good.
parted could be benefited by the prayers and intercessions of the living,
Therefore I do not believe it “ quite as possible that God is evil, and
seems to have been favored by the doctrines and practices of the ancient
that what wo call good is only a lower form of evil that was originally
Jews (see 2 Maccabees xii. 43-46), and it formed a prominent tenet of
derived from him, ns it is that God is good, and that all evil is only a
the Christian Church from early times, as is proved by several pas
lower degree of good.” I do not believe God could create good without
sages in the writings of the Fathers. Such is the idea of the
evil, any more than he could create his own equal, or two contiguous Catholic Church at this day; and though it lias been connected with
mountains without a valley between.
superstitions, and has led to abuses, it is proved to be something more
Neither do I see any thing “ paradoxical” in searching out the causes than a mere fancy by the psychological experiences of the Seeress of
that produce “ pain, discord, and crime,” and attempting to eradicate Prevorat, a Lutheran lady, whose intercessions were, in scores of in
them, instead of their effects, inasmuch as it would be easici to stop or stances, solicited by Spirits of the lower spheres, and who, on obtaining
change the course of a river at its source, than to do the same five hun them, were generally introduced into higher and better conditions.
dred miles from the parent fountain. So it is with “ pain, discord, and Similar instances of mediation by mortals, attended by similar results,
crime.” If evil is ordained, so is the penalty or punishment, which have occurred in hundred of cases since the more recent and gen
must follow as surely as the effect follows the cause, and is really for eral spiritual unfolding. Of many of these instances we have person
our good. I will give an illustration: A certain philosopher, who was a ally known, if we may claim to know any thing respecting the mani
fatalist, chastised his servant for stealing. The servant asked his mas festations of Spirits. If these are truths, it is very necessary that the
ter why he punished him, since according to liis own doctrine he could world should know them, not only for their substantial contributions to
not avoid stealing ? If, said the philosopher, it was ordained that you spiritual philosophy, but on account of tlieir obvious moral and reli
should steal, it was also ordained that I should punish you for it. The gions bearings; and on that account we hail with satisfaction the pub
advocates for “ free agency,” so called, seem to overlook entirely the lication of the very interesting narrative before us. For sale at this
feet that the means to accomplish every end is as much ordained as the Office. Price 25 cents.
eud itself. Hence there can be no inconsistency or contradiction in urg
ing what we conceive the best mode of eradicating any moral or pliys- New Testament “ Miracles,” and Modem “ Miracle«.” The comparative
amount of evidence for each; the nature or both; testimony of a hundred wit
cal evil, nor in any effort to reform our fellow-men.
nesses. An Essay read before the middle and senior classes in Cambridge Divinity
J. S. F religh.
School. By J. II. Fowler. Boston: Beia Marsh.

POPULAR PROPHECIES.
There have been, for some hundred years, various startling
prophecies on record, and traditionally floating about among
the German peasantry, pointing to the events of the present
period. A synopsis of these prophecies will, doubtless, be pe
rused with interest by many of our readers, especially as several
of them are evidently now in process of fulfillment. A collec
tion of these predictions was published in Blackwood's Maga
zine, in 1850, and a comprehensive digest of the same article
was given in the Philadelphia Saturday Evening Post, of the
essential portions of which we avail ourselves as follows,
thanking our friend, J. M. Killgore, for placing the statements
in our possession :
The first prophet here to be noticed is Brother Herrmann, a monk of
Lehnn, who wrote in Latin hexameters about the year 1270. He views
iu advance the line Hohenzollem (now the royal house of Prussia), giv
ing seriatim the character and fate of successive-margraves, electors, and

The fact that “ the middle and senior class” of a modern “ divinity
school” would patiently listen to the perusal of such an essay os this,
must be set down as one of the most significant signs of the times. The
“ essay” is here presented in a pamphlet of 100 octavo pages. It is a
clear comparative presentation of New Testament and modem facts of
a spiritual and so-called miraculous or supernatural character, and we
think no one who peruses this production with candor will fail to be
convinced, with the author, that the “ modern miracles” are sustained
by evidence far moreabundant than that upon which professing Chris
tians rest their belief in the ancient. AmODg the collections of facts
and testimonies which have been placed before the world upon which
the doctrine of present.intercourse with Spirits rests, we know of none ,
that are more conclusive, and at the same time more concise, than the
pamphlet nnder review; but this is said without intending to imply any
approbation of the general spirit and tone of the author s remarks in
derogation of the authority of the New Testament records. Those rec
ords will be more interiorly understood at a future day, and than, and
not till then, will they be judged of according to their “ intrinsic
merits.” This, however, is a remark for which the present writer is in
dividually responsible. For sale atThis Office. Price 30 cento,
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fitímaíiug Pisallang.
C O M M U N IO N O F S A IN T S .
BY MRS. MACKEY.

Saints above hold sweet communion
W ith the loved ones yet below,
Blending in unfettered union
Thoughts that none but angels know.
Oft when weary hearts are aching,
Star-light glimpses of their peace
Angeh bring us, sad ones making
Sharers of their blessedness.
When o’er all soft slumber reigning
Chases sordid cares away,
Then the soul fronr earth unchaining
Seeks the light of upper day.
Guardian angels vigils keeping,
Sing in gentle strains the while,
And the burdened heart and weeping
Often of its griefs beguile.

AND

B R I T T A N ’S S P I R I T U A L

fore feeding it. Whoever attempts the practice of soiling should grow
large stores of carrots, parsnips, and beets, for feeding with hay and
other dry fodder during winter. The sowed corn properly cured forms
an invaluable and highly nutritious food. Clover when well cured is
excellent food. 3Iillet makes hay of the first class when cut in bloom.
H O W T O S O IL .
One crop for hay and one for soiling may be grown from the same spot
BY H. C. VAIL.
in the same season.
In the T e l e g r a p h for July 1st we made some comparisons between
Tho following table may suggest something useful to those who
the praotices of soiling and pasturing; in the present number we pro
would try the system of soiling. Practical men find the crops and dates
pose to give some suggestions as to the methods of conducting the
hero given to answer an excellent purpose. It is nearly the same as
operation of soiling.
that recommended by the gentleman spoken of above.
First of all, we must urge the necessity of keeping good stock, for it
costs no more to keep a good cow than one of medium quality, and the
Quantity to be When to be 1 When fit for IIow long suc
Kind of Crop.
culent.
1 cutting.
sown*
remuneration from the latter is certainly greater; therefore, before com
»own per acre.

g tp rtm n t
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Stilling'« Pneumatology.
Being a Reply to the Question, What Ought and Ought Not to be Believed or Dis
believed concerning Presentiments, Visions, and Apparitions according to Nature,
Reason, and Scripture. Translated from the German; edited by Prof. George
Bush. Published by Partridge Sc Brittan. Price, 75 cents; postage, 16 cents.

Dr. Eidaile’i Natural and Kesmerlc Clairvoyance.
With the Practical Application of Mesmerism in Surgery and Mediciné. (English
edition.) Price, $125; postage, 10 cent*.

Also, Mesmerism in India.
By the same Author. Price, 75 cents ; postage, 13 cents.

Fascination;
Or, the Philosophy of Charming. By John B. Newman, M. D. Price, 40 cents;
postage, 10 cents.

OUR FOREIGN AGENTS.
ENGLAND.
London.—H. B ailli£ re, 219 Regent Street
Low, Son Sc Co., 47 Ludgate IIill.
J ohn Chapman, Strand.

FRANCE.
P akis.—J. B. B ailliArk, 19 Rue Hautefueils.
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Madrid.—Cn. B ailly-B ailliSrk, 11 Calle del Principe.

GENERAL AGENTS FOR TH E UNITED STA TES.

The following are general Agents for the S acrkd C ircle and S piritual T slrgraph , and will supply all tho beaks in our list at publishers' prices:
Shadow-Land;
Bela Marsh, N o. 15 Franklin Street, Boston, Mass.
Or, the Seer. By Mrs. E. Oakes Smith. Price, 25 cents; postage, 5 cent*.
D. M. Dewey, Rochester, N. Y.
Messages from the Superior Stata.
S. F. Hoyt, No. 8 First Street, Troy, N. Y.
Communicated
by
John
Murray,
through
J.
M.
Spear.
Price,
50
cents;
po»tageJ
mencing to “ soil,” see that your cattle are of the best and most profit
J ames McDonough, Utica, N. Y
Four bushels April 5 to 10 July 1 to S July 12 to 16
8 cents.
<1
“
20
1 “ 15 to 20 Aug. 1
F. B ly, Cincinnati, Ohio.
able breeds, for the specific use for which each is designed. It is well
“
or Barley___ C(
Soeress
of
Prevorst
“ 10to20
May 10
¡Augusti
B enjamin P ep.cival, N o. S9 South Sixth Street, Philadelphia, a few doors north of
known that some breeds are better for working cattle, while others
A
Bonk
of
Facts
and
Revelations
concerning
the
Inner
Life
of
Man
and
a
World
“
10 to 15 June 15
June 25
Com ..................... Three “
answer a better purpose for-fattening or giving milk. It is not an un
of Spirits. By Justinus Kerner. New Edition; published by Partridge Sc Brit Spruce Street wlioro all Books, Periodicals, and Newspapers on Spiritualism may bs
Si
it
St
Aug. 10
«
25
¡ “
30
obtained.
u
tan. Price, 33 cents ; postage, 6 cents.
it
it
Sept. 16
Sept. 1
common practice in some sections of the country to buy up milch cows
June 5
Russell S c Brother, N o. 15 Fifth Street, near Market, Pittsburg. Pa.
“
25
“
15
Philosophy of Mysterious Agents,
Four
“
of ordinary breeds early’ in the season, soil them a3 long as they give a
G ilbkkt & Still, Booksellers, Commercial Street, San Francisco, Cal.
w
%*
ti
“
30
¡ “ 20
“
28
Human and Mundane; or, The Dynamic I.aws and Relations of Man. By E. C.
FEDERnKRN & Co., 9 and 13 Court Street, Boston.'
sufficient amount of milk, and then feed them off for beef at little ex
<»
ii
October 1 October 15
July 1
Rogers. Bound; price, $1 00; postage, 24 cents.
A. W. N onet, Wall Street, Bridgeport, Conb.
pense.
*
¡Oct., Nov.
Tops of Carrots . . .
The
Science
of
the
Soul,
(1
u
J ohn H. Allen, Auburn, N. Y;
“
Beets........
The second requirement is properly constructed stables. The ceiling
By
Haddock.
Price,
25
cents;
postage,
5
cents.
j «
.i
II. T aylor, Sun Iron Building, 111 Baltimore Street, Baltimore, Md.
“
Turnips ..
Sorcery and Magic.
should be as high as possible, never less than eight feet, and, if practic
15?” Other Agents and book dealers will be supplied promptly. The cash should
¡July, August
Second Crop Grass
By
Wright.
Price,
$1
25;
postage,
19
cents.
able, nothing should be stored above. If the room overhead is used for Tops of C o rn ........
accompany the order.
November

The'Clairvoyant Family Physician.
storage, the floor should be perfectly tight, so that it will be impossible
By Mrs. Tuttle. Paper, price 75 cents; muslin,
00; postage, 10 cents.
The benefit of soiling may be summed up as follows;
for dust to fall upon the animals feeding below. In addition to height
SUNDAY MEETINGS.
Answers to Seventeen Objections
The Spiritualists of New York and vicinity have rented D odworth's Aqadimt for
1. It saves land, because more and better food can be produced from
of ceiling there should be perfect and regular ventilation, procured by
Against Spiritual Intercourse. By John S. Adams. Published by Partridge Sc
the ensuing year, and now hold regular Snnday Meetings at half-past 10 o’clock a.k .,
Brittan. Paper, price 25 cents; muslin, 38 cents; postage, 7 cents.
the constant admission of fresh air near the floor of the building, and an acre.
also at 3 and 8 p.m. The morning and evening are devoted to public lectures by
The Approaching Crisis.
2. The expense for fencing is lessened in a great degree.
the flowing off of impure air through ventilating blinds at the ends or in
Being a Review of Dr. Bushiiell's recent Leptures on Supernaturaiism. By A. J- speakers Invited by the committee, and the afternoon to a general Conference, when the
3. It economizes food by giving it to the animal while fresh, when it
the top of the building. Of course, the modes of accomplishing this
R E A L L Y W O N D E R F U L C H IL D .
platform Is free to all orderly persons who may bo disposed to address the people.
Davis. Published by Partridge St Brittan. Price, 50 cents; postage, 13 cents.
B P " Dodworth’s Academy is the next building above Grace Church, No. 806 Broad There is at present attending the Hastings School, Darvel, Ayrshire, must be subject to variation in almost every case, as the situation and is consumed instead of being wasted.
Spirit-Minstrel.
way, cast side, comer of Eleventh Street
4. The animals are kept in a better state of health and more comfort
a girl, aged between eight and nine years, who commenced the study of size of stables are so different; but one rule holds good for a ll: cattle kept
A collection of Ninety familiar Tunes and Hymns, appropriate to Meetings for
arithmetic less than a twelvemonth ago. Such are the powers of-her in stables must have fresh, pure air, for that already around them soon becomes able during the summer season.
Spiritual Intercourse. Paper, 25 cents; muslin, 38 cents ¡'postage, 6 cents.
PRESENT AGE AND INNER LIFE.
Spirit-Voices—Ode*.
memory, that she is now able to calculate mentally, in a very few mo contaminated with their breathing, and the continuous exhalations from their
5. The produce of milk is much greater.
This is the last, and one of the most popular works of And rew J ackson Davis
Price,
Dictated
by
Spirits,
for
the
use
of
Circles.
By
E.
C.
Henck,
Medium,
We can not give a better idea of the book in a small space than by copying the fol
bodies. Air, as it becomes heated, ascends, hence the necessity of some means
6. The quantity of manure is thirty-fold what it is in pasturing, and
ments, such questions as these :
muslin, 33 cents; postage 6 cents.
lowing table of Contents :
when properly cared for, its quality is enhanced in a great degree.
“ How many seconds in 40, GO, 80, or 100 years ? How many ounces of ventilation above.
Philosophy of the Spirit-World.
1. A Survey of Human Needs,
The cattle should be tied in sjich a manner as to have all the freedom
7. By a judicious system of soiling, an ordinary farm may be render
in 20, 60, or 100 tons ? She can multiply such a line as £894 18s lid,
2. Definition of Philosophy and Spiritualism
Rev. Charles Hammond, Medium. Published by Partridge Sc Brittan. Price,
3- The F.xtcrnal Argument,
63 cent*; postage, 12 cents.
by 82, 56, or 96 as cleverly as any arithmetician can multiply 4, 6, or 8. possible, and not interfere with the comfort of each other. Their troughs ed rich and productive without much outlay.
4. The Spiritunt Congress,
5. Visions at High-Rock Cottage,
Beecher’s Report on the Spiritual'Manifestations,
She counts in long division (simple or compound), she divides by short should be kept sweet and clean, and a piece of rock salt laid within
6.
The Delegations And Exordia,
To the Congregational Association of New York and Brooklyn. Price, paper 25
division, or in one line, by such figures ns 34, 72, 95, etc., in 6 or 8 reach of each animal, so that it may satisfy the demands of nature in a
7. The Table of Explanation,
cents; muslin, 38 cents; postage, 3 and 6 cents.
8.
The Classification of Media,
h
y
b
r
i
d
i
z
i
n
g
'.
rational manner. Where salt i3 given once or twice a week, too much
minutes.
9. The Classification of Causes,
10. Summary Explanations,
The doctriue of the cross fertilization of vegetables, or the “ mixing,” The Present Age and the Inner Life,
The first time her teacher (Mr. Tarbet) discovered her remarkable will be consumed for the benefit of the animal. A little fine charcoal
Being a sequel to Spiritual Intercourse. By A. J. Davis. This is an elegant book
11. Revelations from Pandemonium,
12. Assertion versus Facts,
abilities, was when she was showing him sums multiplied from 14 to sprinkled in the troughs will purify them. All food which hns been ns it ¡3 termed, of certain varieties, is now too well understood to admit
of near 300 pages octavo', illustrated; just published by Partridge Sc Brittan,
13.
A Voice to the Insane,
Price, $100; postage, 23 cents.
4,880, which he thought she must have worked on the slate below and picked over should be removed, and, at the proper time, a new quantity of a question in any mind. Wo hear farmers frequently contending that
14. Benefits of Experience,
15.
Phenomena
of the Spiritual Spheres.
potatoes
of
different
kinds
will
“
mix”
the
first
season
they
arc
grown
Reply
to
a
Discourse
given.
then transferred. He alleged as much, but she would by no means
Of Rev. S. W. Lind, D. D., President Western Baptist Theological Institute, Cov
Published by Partridge and Brittan. Price $1; postage, 23 cents.
ti
The floor of the stable should bo composed of earth, with the excep in the immediate vicinity of each other. Thus the white and colored
admit it. He then, to test her, told her to multiply a line of pounds,
ington, Kentucky, by P. E. Bland, A. M., St. Louis. Price, 15 cents; postage, 2
varieties,
although
previously
grown
at
a
distance
from
each
other,
if
J.
B.
C
onklin
,
the
well-known
Test
Medium,
has
taken
rooms-at
542
Broadway
tion
of
the
portion
whereon
the
hind
feet
rest,
which
should
be
a
heavy
shillings, and pence, which he gave her, by 72. To his surprise she
cents.
The Manifestations through Mr. C. consist chiefly of Rapping, Tipping, and Writing
multiplied it as fast as any of the other scholars would by seven. Yet plank slightly sloping backward to a paved or well-cemented gutter, planted in alternate rows or hills, .will produce a speckled progeny. The HarmoniaT Man;
Hours from 10 to 12 Morning; 3 to 5 and 7 to 10 p.m.
Or, Thoughts for the Ago. By Andrew Jackson Davis. Price, 30 cents; postage
this girl never learnt the multiplication table any higher than 12 times just behind the heels of the animal, so situated as to catch all the solid But this is not the case. Crossing, in the vegetable as in the animal
6
cents.
kingdom,
can
only
be
brought
about
iu
tho
natural
way—i.
e.,
by
cross
12. She can also add up eight or ten lines of pounds, shillings, and and liquid droppings, thus kcoping the standing floor of the animal
LA ROY SUNUEKLAND’S “ New Method of Cure,” by Nutrition, without medi
cine. Boston, Mass. Available in all forms of disease. Sent to your address free,
pence, by first adding the two lowest lines together, then the third lowest clean at all times. The litter used for bedding should be run through a impregnation or fertilization. All plants and vegetables of the same The Ministry of Angels Realized.
By A. E. Newton, Boston. Price, 12 cents; postage, 1 cent.
for 1 dime, pre-paid.
1023 mos.
line, and so on. When performing these calculations, every limb and cutting machine, it will make better manure thau when in the long genus, whose period of blossoming is identical, arc susceptible of hybrid Review of Beecher’s Report
feature seem at rest. One day, lately, he shut the door and ordered the state. Another plan, and an excellent one, where muck exists in abund ization in intermixture, by means, and through the agency of blossoms,
Review of Rev. Charles Beecher’s opinion of the Spirit Manifestations, by John
Public Meetings arc held by the Harmonial Association every Sabbath at Franklin
S. Adams. Price, 6 cents; postage, 1 cent.
children to be quiet, as he was going to give her the hardest count she ance, is to form a gutter two feet deep, two and a half feet wide, imme and in no other way. The .pistils of the blossoms of one variety receive
Hall, 6th Street, below Arch, Philadelphia, west side. Lectures at half-past 10 a . st.,
and a Conference at 7 p . m.
tf
had ever got. He then told her to walk out into the garden, and find diately under, the hind legs of the anim al; in this place muck decom the fertilizing dust, or fecundating pollen, from the stamens of the other, Amaranth Blooms.
A Collection of embodied Poetical Thoughts, by Mrs. S. 9. Smith. Price, C2
out how many minutes were in 9,000 years. She walked only about ten posed by’ the use of the “ salt and lime mixture,” cover the whole with and the seed necessarily contains the germ of the variety with which it
ME S ME RI S M.
cents ; postage, 8 cents.
yards a t an ordinary pace, when she told the answer correctly—never bedding. As the urine is voided, it passes through the litter, and is has become impregnated by the intermixture.
Biography of Mrs. Semantha Méttler,
DP,. BERGEVIN, Graduate of the Medical School of Paris, Member of the Philo
In
this
way
a
good
kind
of
melon,
squash,
pumpkiu,
or
cucumber,
having reached the garden. “ But,” said one of the boys, “ she did a absorbed by the muck, which also deodorizes it, and thus keeps the
And an account of the Wonderful Cures performed by her. By Francis H. sophical Society of France, hns established an Infirmary for the cure of all diseases,
Green. Harmonial Association, Publishers. Price, paper,25 cents; muslin, 33 even Epilepsy and Nervous diseases, pronounced incurable. lie has employed M.
larger count than that yesterday, the biggest they say that was ever yet atmosphere comparatively pure. The solid dung should be removed to often has its valuable distinctive characteristics merged in those of some
cents; postage, 6 cents.
Paschale Randanlf, tho celebrated American Lucidc or Clairvoyant, to road character
made by any body. She multiplied 123456789 by 987054321, and gave the compost heap daily, and mingled with many times its bulk bf pre less desirable kind, and vice versa. Indian corn presents many varieties,
and describo disease when in the Magnetic Sleep. Office 467 Broome Street, comer of
the correct answer in half a minute, for the bet of a penny,” which she pared muck. The gutter should be cleared once in eight or ten days, aud intermixtures arc consequently frequent here, as in the culmiferous The Spiritual Telegraph,
Volume L, a few copies complete, bound in a substantial manner—contains the Green.
______________________________
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refused to take, because her teacher had forbidden her in the presence and a new quantity of muck placed therein. Thus a large quantity of
fulley record of the facts, etc., of the Spiritual movement that has been published,
B E D F O R D HARMONIAL IN S TI T U TE .
of the scholars to calculate large sums at the bidding of any person. manure, excellent in quality, is preparod at no cost to the health of the profitably with his labors.
Partridge and Brittan. Price $3.
On being interrogated how he knew the answer was correct, the boy animal.
A Chart,
The above-named Institute is beautifully situated fire miles west of Battle Creek
Exhibiting an Outline of the Progressive History and Approaching Destiny of Michigan, in a farming community. It has been in successful operation for three yean,
P r a y e r to t h e P o in t .— Rev. Mr. Balm, of Chicago, inserts a
Mcchi, the Tiptree Hall farmer, England, pursues another method
said that two of them had counted it on slates and found the two an
the Race. Bound, or on rollers. By A. J. Davis. Partridge and Brittan, Publish with rather inferior accommodations and limited means; but a large and commodious
swers to agree, and that the figures went far above hundreds of millions, He places his cattle on floors formed from narrow slats, say’ an inch and prayer of his own in the Olive Branch of that city, which runs thus :
ers. Price $1 75.
boarding-house will be completed before the commencement of the next term, render
“ O Lord ! have mercy on our ‘ special revivalist preachers,’ and in
so that none of them could readthem. The girl’s name is Maria Cleland, a half in width, and laid far enough apart to allow urine and droppings
Discourses from the Spirit-World,
ing the accommodations every way desirable. The situation of the students’ rooms
daughter of Gavin Cleland, who is a shoemaker, and resides in Darvel. to fall through into a cellar beneath and at the same time insure against thy infinite mercy and goodness, we humbly beseech Thee, keep them
Dictated by Stephen Olin, through Rev. R. P. Wilson, writing medium. To do is delightful, commanding an extcns.ro prospect of one of the finest countries in the
from
taking
ladies
who
become
their
spiritual
children
on
to
their
knees,
^ i
good is tho golden rule of the universo. New York; Partridge and Brittan. This world.
the feet of the cattle being caught between them. We are not sure but
R emarkable S tone.—A F act for the C urious.—We have fre this is the best plan, as the floor may, at all times, be kept clean by washing and folding them in their arms and kissing them."
is an interesting volume of some 200 pages,, just published. Price 63 cents.
The teachers are all deeply imbued with the principles of the Harmonial Philosophy,
Postage, 10 cents.
adapting it as their rule of thought and action. So closely is the health of the student*
quently heard of the existence of a stone said to possess the power of with water. The only precaution to be observed is to keep a sufficient
Spirit-Works Real, but not Miraculous.
guarded, that not a case of severe sickness hns occurred dating three years.
DR. (.’. T . DEXTER,
attracting poison ejected into the system from the bites of animals, rep amount of absorbent material in the cellar beneath, to prevent tlie rise
A Lecture, read at the City Hall, in Roxbury, Mass., by Allan Putnam. Price, 25
It Is a Manual JMbor Institution, and aims, along with thorough intellectual disci
tiles, and insects. We regarded the story of its existence, however, like of gases deleterious to the health of the animal. The first plan, how
8 J E A S T T H IR T Y -F IR S T S T R E E T
cents; postage, 3 cents.
pline, to ftimish such facilities for self-support as will enable any young person with
that of the “ Philosopher’s Stone,” a mere creation of the imagination ever, is simple, within the reach of the farmer, and we know, from loDg
Between Lexington ami Third Avenues,
limited means to acquire an education by his or her own unaided exertions.
Brittan’» Review of Beecher's Report,
Wherein the conclusions of the latter are carefully examined and tested by a
We were informed, recently, however, by an intelligent and reliable experience, that it is a good one. The gutters and floors of the stable
The English branches, including Mathematics and the Natural and Moral Sciences,
NEW YORK.
comparison with his premises, with reason, and with the facts. Price, 25 cents will constitute the course of stndv.
gentleman of the county, and a member of the last legislature, th at his should receive dressings of charcoal dust, plaster of Paris, or decom
paper bound, and 33 cents in muslin; postage 3 and 6 Ufente.
There will be three terms during the year, of fourteen weeks each, commencing on
mother-in-law has such a stone in her possession; that it has been in posed muck, or sprinklings of diluted sulphuric acid, or copperas water
the first Monday in September, and continue without any vacation.
Brittan and Richmond’s Discussion,
possession of different members of the family for two or three generations, (sulphate of iron), to absorb and retain, or chemically’ change the gases so
. 4U0 pages octavo. This work contains tweuty-four letters from each of the par
A teacher’s class will be organized at the commencement, and continue seven weeks.
and that although it came from Scotland, no account can be given by as to prevent them from contaminating the atmosphere. So much for Embraces all tho principal works devoted to S piritualism, whether
ties above named, embodying a great number of facts and arguments, pro and This will be formed for the especial benefit of those designing to teach the ensuing
any one how it was first obtained. The stone, he informs us, is very the stable—this is a point to be attended to strictly, if " soiling" be under published by ourselves or othsrs, and will comprehend all works of
eon, designed to illustrate the Spiritual phenomena of all ages, but especially the winter. Students will be admitted any time during the school year, but it is highly
modern Manifestations. To insure a wido circulation, tho work is offered at the important to be present at the commencement of one of tho terma Terms in ad
hard, of a porous nature, dark greenish color, and not more than an inch taken.
valuo that may he issued hereafter. The reader’s attention ¡3 particu
vance-board, tuition, room rent, wood—ail for Ladies $1 70 per week; Gentlemen $2.
low price of $1. Postage, 28 cents. Published by Partridge and Brittan.
or two long. That he hns applied it in numberless instances to persons
A cool shady yard near the stable, in which the cattle may be turned larly invited to those named below, all of which may be found at the Spirit-Intercourse;
H. CORNELL Proprietor, Post-office, Battle Creek, Michigan.
bitten by spiders and snakes, with entire success, and in one instance to exercise is a desideratum, and it should be supplied with a stream Office of T he S piritual T elegraph and S acred C ircle . The reader
Containing incidents of Personal 'Experience while investigating the new phe
B edford, Michican , July 1,1854.
only (owing to too great delay), out of a great many, did it fail to afford of running water, if possible. Never turn out the animals in a cold will perceive that the price of each book in tbc list, and the amount of
nomena of Spirit-thought and.action; with various Spirit communications through
If roformatory papers will copy the above notice, it will be esteemed a favor. 116 t f
speedy relief, and effect a complete cure. On applying the stone to the stormy’ day, or leave them exposed at night nfter having accustomed postage, if forwarded by mail, arc annexed.
himself as medium. By Herman Snow, lato Unitarian minister at Montague,
Massachusetts. Price, 60 cents; postage, 10 cents.
m
wound it instantly adheres, and remains until saturated with the poison, them to tlje confinement of the stable.
T H E G R E A T P IA N O A N D M U S IC E S T A B L IS H M N E T .
The Sheldnah, Vol. I.
Spiritualism.
m
and then drops off. On placing it in warm water, the poison is soon
By S. B. Brittan, Editor, and other writers, is devoted chiefly to an Inquiry into
The next step is to supply fresh food in variety, and continuously
HORACE
WATERS,
By Judge Edmonds and Dr. G. T. Dexter, with an Appendix by Hon. N. P. Tallseen to come out in greenish spangles, when the stone may again be throughout the season. Here wo would urge the necessity of preparing
the Spiritual Nature and Relations of M an. It treats especially of the Philoiopby
madge, and others. Price $125; postage, 30 cents.
333 Broadway, Nrw York.
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applied until a complete cure is effected. This is a description of the the soil by deep and subsoil plowing, and, where necessary, underdrain
THE Best and Most Improved P ianos and Mklodrons. T. Gil b er t Sc Co.' s
A Compendium of the Theological aud Spiritual Writings of Emanuel
profound Expositions of the Psychical Conditions and Manifestations now attract
nature and qualities of this singular and valuable stone, which perhaps in g ; indeed, on most soils we believe—in fact, we know—that underdrain
World’s Fair Premium Pianos, with or without tho jEolean, and with iron frames
Swedenborg;
ing attention in Europe and America. This volume contains, in part, tho Editor’s
Being a Systematic and Orderly Epitome of all iiis Religious Works ; selected and circular scales. Tho merit of these instruments is too well known to need
but few persons will be inclined to believe, although literally true. We will more than pay’ when well done, no matter whether the land be wet
Philosophy of tho Soul; the Interesting Visions of Hon. J. W. Edmonds; Lives
from more than 3’hirty Volumes, and embracing all his Fundamental Principles, further commendation.' G ilbert ' s Boudoir P ianos, au elegant iDstrumont for
are not aware that the existence of such a stone is known to the scienti or dry. Lands drained and subsoiled never fail in summer. The beauti
and Portraits of Seers and Eminent Spiritlatists; Facsimiles of Mystical Writ
with Copious Illustrations and Teachings. With an appropriate Introduction, small rooms. H allkt Sc Cumston' s P ianos, of the old established firm of Ilallet S c
fic world at all.—Spirit of the South.
ings, in Foreign and Dead Languages, through E. P. Fowler, etc. Published by
ful corn plant never “ rolls” up its leaves, hence in a system of " soiling
Prefaced by a full Life of the Author; with a brief View of all his Works on Co. Mr. W. being sole agent for all the above Pianos, can offer them lower than any
Partridge and Brittan. Bound in muslin, price 82 50; elegantly bound in moroc
Science, Philosophy, and Theology. Partridge and Brittan, General Agents. other house. II obace W aters' P ianos, manufactured expressly for him, having
" C oming E vents cast their S hadows B efore .”—A little girl, about it is highly essential to drain and subsoil iu order to get crops to carry
co, lettered and gilt in a stylo suitable for a gift book, price $3 00; postage 31
great power of tone and elasticity of touch. 333 Baoadway is the largest depAt for
Price, $2 Postage, 45 cents.
ten years old, daughter of Mr. Oberland, a resident of the Eighth Ward, the cattle through the dry portions of the year.
cents.
Musical Instruments in this country, affording an opportunity for selections not to
Proceedings
of
the
Hartford
Bible
Convention.
Sec that the soil is fully supplied with manures, and be sure to use all Sheldnah, Vols. II. and HI.
as the clock was striking 12 on Saturday noon, exclaimed mournfully to
Reported phonographically by Andrew J Graham. Published for the Committee. be had elsewhere. Second-hand Pianos at great bargains. Prices from $60 to $175
Edited by S. B. Brittan. Plain bound in muslin, $1 75 each; extra bound in
her mother, “ To-morrow at this hour I shall be in henven.” There that can be profitably employed, for it is no more labor to plow and
Every instrument fully warranted, or the money refunded,
383 pages, 12mo. Price, 75 cents; postage, 1“ cent*
morocco, handsomcly.’gilt, $2 25 each; postage, 21 cents each.
was something so sad and plaintive in the ,tone in which she uttered harrow an acre for four tons than for one.
The Conflict of Ages;
MEL0DE0NS.
Or tho Great Debate on the Moral Relations of God and Man ; by Edward Beecher,
There are several crops which may bo used for soiling: 1, grasses; Nature's Divine Revelations, etc:
Goodman & Baldwin ’s P atent O rgan Mrlodeons, with two banks of keys—a
this, that in spite of the parent not'being of a superstitious nature, it
By A. J. Davis, tho Clairvoyant. Price, $2 00; postage, 13 cents.
D.D. Price, $1 25; postage, 23 cents.
sweet and poweriul instrument. Prices from $75 to $200. S. D. Sc IL W. Smith’s
made an impression upon her mind which she found it impossible to 2, clovers, common alsyko, and alfalfa (the latter are said to yield The Great Hamonia, Yol. I.
celebrated Mrlodeons, Martin ’s unrivaled G uitars, Brown ’s Harps, Fiutinas,
A Treatise on the Peculiarities of the Bible.
throw off. At dinner she told her husband'of the circumstance, and he largely, but we are unacquainted with them ); 3, lucern ; 4, corn; 6, ry e ;
The Physician. By A. J. Davis. Price, $1 25; postage, 20 cents.
Being an Exposition of the Principles involved In some of the most remarkable Violins,* Brass Instruments, etc. Dealers supplied with Piano* and Melodeost a t
endeavored to rally the child, but with a sweet and sad smile in which, 6, oats; 7, barley ; 8, m illet; 9, tops of carrots, beets, and turnips, in the The Great Harmonia, Yol. IL
Facts and Phenomena recorded in Revelation ; by Rev. E. D. Rendell. Price, 75 factory prices. 12} per cent,' discount to Clergymen.
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Price,
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19
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cents; postage, 17 cents.
hobrever, no fear was manifested at the coming prospect, she repeated fall.
MU S I C .
Emanuel Swedenborg,
Rye sown in the fall, and the grasses and clovers, afford the first food; The Great Hamonia, Yol. HI.
her conviction of her speedy dissolution. It was now the father’s turn
This list comprises the products of the great masters of both the American and
The Seer. By A. J. Davis. Price, $1 00; postage, 19 cents.
As
a
man
of
Science,
Civilian,
Seer,
and
Theologian.
Price,
30
cents;
postage
European continents, and is receiving constant additions by an extensive publication
to feel a depression of spirits, which overshadowed him the whole day, then probably oats and barley, millet and sowed corn, in alternation The Philosophy of Spiritual Intercourse.
8 cents.
of the choice and popular pieces of the day. Dealers in Music, and Teachers of
to much so, that in the evening, meeting officer Young, watchman of with grass and lucern for the remainder of tho season. Rye may be
By A. J. Davis. Price, 50 cents; postage, 9 cents.
Angelic Wisdom;
Seminaries wishing to purchase any music published, or make arrangements for
that ward, he told him of the child’s singular prognostication. Up to sown in the fill! broadcast, or in drills, about the time it is usually’ sown The Philosophy of Special Providence.
Concerning Divine Love and Wisdom; by Emanuel Swedenborg. Price, 12$ continued supplies of Mr. W atkrs’ new issues, will find it to their interest to call or
A Vision. By A. J. Davis. Price, 15 cents; postage, 3 cents.
cents; postage, 4 cents.
this time the little girl had enjoyed exceedingly good health, but during for grain. Oats and barley’ may be sown at different periods, as re
forward their orders. Mus’c sent to any part of tho Union or Canadas, postage free
Celestial Telegraph.
Posthumous Philosophical Tracts.
the night the parents were aroused by her complaining bitterly of pains quired. Lucern requires a year or two to get well established, and TheOr,
105 tf.
HORACE WATERS.
secrets of the Life to Come, revealed through Magnetism; wherein the Exist
By
Emaxscl
Swedenborg.
Price,
121
cents;
postage,
3
cents.
in her back and head. As early as possible a physician was called in, then may be cut four or five times in a season. Millet may be sown
ence, the Form, and the Occupation of the Sout after its Separation from the Body Philosophy of the Infinite.
WONDERFUL DISCOVERY.
who pronounced her in a high state of bilious fever. Notwithstanding from the time for sowing oats early in the spring until the latter part of
arc proved by many years' Experiments, by the means of eight ecstatic Somnam
By Emanuel Swedenborg. Price, 25 cents; postage, 4 Vienta.
THE NERVE-SOOTHING VITAL FLUIDS,
bulists, who had Eighty perceptions of Thirty-six Deceased Persons of various Heat and Light
all that hutnap aid could effect, she expired at noon. Her fatal prophecy July. We have known crops to be sown, and in seventy-five days from
Prepared entirely by Spirit-direction, through
Conditions; a Description of them, their Conversation, etc., with proofs of their
the time of sowing the millet was made into excellent hay. It is a
Designed to show the Marriage of all Good and Truth, Vols. I and II. Price, 12)
was fulfilled.— Cincinnati Enquirer, July 3 .
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cents;
postage,
2
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plant of rapid growth, and consequently well adapted to soiling pur
These Medicines are purely Vegetable, containing nothing injurious to the system,
Brittan. Price, 41 00; postage, 19 cents.
E xtract .—Jean Paul Richter thus describes his feelings on looking
Religion of Manhood; or, the Age of Thought.
poses. Corn is our favorite plant, it yields heavily, is very succulent,
and are a certain cure for ail Nervous diseases, viz., Sl Vitus’ Dance, Tic Doloreux,
Familiar Spirits.
at a young bride:
By Dr. J. H. Robinson. Price, 73 cents; postage, 12 cents.
grows rapidly, and contains large amounts of sugar. It should be sown
Neuralgia, Rheumatism in all its varied forms. Locked Jaw, Epilepsy or Falling Sick
And Spiritual Manifestations; being a Series of Articles by Dr. Enoch Pond, Pro, The Telegraph Papers.
“ But it made my soul tender when I looked into that sweet contented
in drills so thickly as to prevent the possibility of earing. The best
fessor in the Bangor Theological Seminary. With a Reply, by A. Bingham, Esq.
Yol. I .; edited by S. B. Brittan. This volume of miscellanies comprises all the ness, Palsy, Nervous and Sick Headache, Dyspeps’*, Diseases of the Kidneys and
faoe, blooming with red and white ro3es, and thought within myself, Oh,
of Boston. Price 25 cents; postage, 3 cents.
important articles published in the Spiritual T klbqbaph for the three months Liver, Diarrhea, Irregularities of the Female System, Tetter, and all Cutaneous Dis
variety for sowing is Stowell’s evergreen sweet corn. It yields an im
be not so joyful poor sacrifice! Thou knowest not that thy gentle
eases, Chills and Fever, Cramp, Colie, Cholera-morbus, Cholera, Quinsy, Croup, Influ
ending August 1st, 1853—over 400 pages, 12 mo. Price, 75 cent*.
mense burden, its stalks are large, and contain full quantities of saccha Night Side of Nature.
enza, Bronchitis, and ail Acute Pains and Nervous Diseases with which the human fami
Ghosts and Ghost Seers. By Catherine Crowe. Price, $125; postage, 20 cents Philosophy of Creation.
heart needs something warmer than blood, and the head better dreams
rine substances. The other sweet corns are richer in sugar than com
The Macrocosm and Microcosm;
Unfolding the laws of tho Progressive Development of Nature By Thomas ly are afflicted, and which for ages have baffled the skill of the learned. These Fluids
than the pillow can give i t ; that the perfumed flower-leaves of thy
mon varieties, but the stalks are ligher. The Southern white will yield
have not failed to give relief in any of the above cases where they have been fairly
Or, the Universe Without and the Universe Within. By William Fishbougb. This
Paine, through Horace G. Wood, medium. Price, 38 cents; postage, 6 cent*
youth must soon be drawn together to form the scentless calyx-leaves,
tested, and we have now a number of living witnesses to whom we can refer.
volume comprehends only the first part, or the Universe Without. Paper, bound, Epic of the Starry Heaven.
more per acre than the Northern varieties.
to protect the houey-cup for thy husband, who will soon demand of
Feeling it my duty to make known to the afflicted these invaluable remedies, no
price, 50 cents; muslin, 75 cents; postage, 12 cents.
Spoken by Thomas L. Harris in 26 hours and 16 minutes, while in the trance
It would be somewhat difficult to form a rule of practice for the kind
thaa neither tenderness nor a light heart, but only rough working fin
state; 210 pages, 12rao., 4,000 lines. Price, plain bound, 75 cents; gilt muslin, only in obedience to the positive commands of my Spirit-guides, but from a thorough
and amount of crop to be put in, and the time for sowing and cutting, Physioo-Physiological Researches
conviction that they are all that is claimed for them, and from a desire to relieve tbs
In the Dynamics of Magnetism, Electricity, Heat, Light, Crystallization, and
gers, feet never weary, laboring arms, and a quiet paralytic tongue.
$1; morocco, $125. Postage, 12 cents.
as there are many circumstances which render it necessary to call in the
sufferings of afflicted humanity, 1 propose to place them in the hands of all at the
Chemlsm, in their relations to Vital Force. By Baron Charles Von Reichenbach.
This far wide-speaking vault of the eternal blue rotunda of the universe
Irene.
judgment of tiie farm er; but we will make suggestions in the form of a
Complete from the German second edition; with the addition of a Preface and
Or, the Autobiography of an Artist’s Daughter, and other tales; 883 pages octavo; most reasonable rates, and shall, as for as 1 hare the ability to do so, cheerfully sup
will shrink up to thy housewifery apartment, thy fuel chamber, and
ply it without charge, to all who may not have the means to pay for i t For further
Critical Notes, by John Ashburner, M.D.; third American Edition. Published ornamental binding. Price $3. Postage 24 cents. For sale at this Office.
table. ' Hon. Josiab Quincy, Jr., Mass., hns had much experience in
■pinning house, and in thy happiest days only a visiting apartment.
particulars address, T. Cvlbertson , Agent, Pittsburg, Pa.
by Partridge Sc Brittan at the reduced price of $1 00; postage, 20 cents.
soiling. He thinks it will require one and a half to two square rods per
Astounding Fact« from the Spirit-World.
The sun will be only a hanging-balloon stove, a room-heater of the uniSold by B. Wood, No. 391 Broadway, New York; Fcderbcn Sc Co., No. 9 Court
Witnessed at the house of J. A. Grldley, Southampton, Mass. Illustrated with a
day for each cow soiled. .We think this more than is necessary where pirit-Manifestations.
Street, Boston; W. M. Lining, 276 Baltimore Street, Baltimore; Henry Sugg, Esq.,
verse, the moon but a cobbler’s rush-light upon the candlestick of a
Being an Exposition of Facts, Principles, etc. By Rev. Adin Ballou. Price, 75
colored diagram. Price 63 cents ; postage 9 cents.
48 Main Street, SL Louis.
cents; postsg
cloud. The Rhine will shrink into a pool and rinsing kettle to whiten the land is well prepared ; however, ns he remarks, if any be left, it may
New Testament Miracles and Modern Miracles.
Mrs. French will continue to make Clairvoyant examinations. Examination and
be cured and stored for winter use, so that nothing is lost by preparing Spiritual Instructor.
thy household linen, and the ocean be only a herring pond.”
The comparative amount of evidence for each; the nature or both: testimony of a
prescription when the parties are present, $5.00; if absent, $10.«0. No charge when
Containing the Facts and Philosophy of Spiritual Intercourse. Price, 38 cents;
too much for the present.
hundred witnesses. An essay read before the Divinity School, Cambridge. By
parties have not the mean* to p a y . ___________________
*05 3m.
pottage, 6 cents.
SfJKiTPALisM IN the Ood.ntr v.-T here was a great gathering of Spir
J . H. Fowler. Price SO cents; postage, 5 cents.
Where clover and lucern arc grown, they may be cut several times,
itualists ntBainbridgc, Geauga County, last Sabbath. Whole townships and as seasons vary, so will the amount of yield from each acre of these Arrest, Trial, and Acquittal of Abby Warner
A Synopsis of Spiritual Manifestations.
S U R G E O N AND B E C H l X l i A L D E N T I S T #
For Spirit-Rapping. By Dr. A. Underhill. Price, 12 cents; postage, 2 cents.
Through John S. Williams, medium. Price 5 cents; postage, 1 cent.
turned out, and the woods and fields were full of them. It is estimated and other crops vary.
DR. JAMES ROSS rcrpectfuliy informs his friends and the public that he will here
The Spiritual Teacher.
Correspondence between the Believers iu the Hamonial' Philosophy in St. after devote hi* time to the several branches of his art at No. 23 Smith Street, Newark
there were eight thousand present. They expected to meet Gov. TallIf possible to do so, the ground should be irrigated immediately after
By Spirits of the Sixth Circle. R. P. Ambler, Medium. Price, 50 cents; postage
Louis and Rev. Dr. N. L. Bice.
N. J. where those requiring such professional services are cordially invited to call
madge and Judge Edmonds, who were not there. This assembly was the removal of a crop of grass, clover, or lucern, and a new and vigor
7 cent*.
Price 12 cents; postage, 3 cents.
and examine specimens of his mechanical and artistic skill, especially his Onk-ilock
gathered without effort, with little or no public notice. What does it ous growth will immediately follow. An example of what may be done Light from the Spirit-World.
Sets of Trkth, which are believed to be supericr to any now in use, cither its Amer
A Letter to the Chestnut Street Congregational Church, Chelsea, Mass.,
Being written by the control ot Spirits. Rev. Charles Hammond, Medium. Price
mean 1 "Where are the Buffalo Doctors and their knee-joint theory 1 by irrigating was stated in the article entitled the “ Action of Drought
In reply to its charges of having become a reproach to the cause of truth, in con ica or Europe. Dr. R. will be happy to refer person* who may apply to him to those
75cents; postage, 10cents.
sequence of a change of religion* belled By John S. Adams. Price 15 cents; who, after numerous unsuccessful experiments with other dentists, have found hit
Where is Burr, the Biologist, with his toe-joint theory? Where is the 6n Plants,” which appeared in the T e l e g r a p h for July 1st.
The Pilgrimage of Thomas Paine.
postage, 4 cents.
one-block set to answer all the purposes of the natural teeth, while the Imitation o.
Rev. Lyman Beecher's report attributing the “ knockings” to evil Spirits!
Heavy crops of meadow grass have been produced at five different
Written by the Spirit of Thomas Paine, through C. Hammond, Medium. Pub Rivulet from the Ocean of Truth.
nature 1* confessedly so perfect a* to challenge the closest examination.
W hy is not this “ humbug.” now five years old, but which numbers cuttings during the same season from the effects of irrigation, and small
lished by Partridge and Brittan. Paper, price, 50 cents; muslin, 75 cents; pott
An interesting narrative of advancement of a Spirit from darkness to light, proving
Dr. Ross will still continue to manufacture his IxcoaauPTisLx T jcxtk for a limited
among its “ victims” multitudes of believers in every part of the globe, landholders'may keep several cows upon two or three acres of ground
age, 12 cent*:
the influence of man on earth over the departed. By John 9. Adams. Price 25 number of skillful operative dentists. Only such need apply.
tf.
cents; postage, 5 cents.
and some of the fiucst intellects of the age, czpMcd ?
when irrigation is pursued. Care should be taken to prevent grass or Elements of Spiritual Philooophy.
R. P. Ambler, Medium. Price, 25 cents; postage, 4 cents.
NEW YORK S T E R E O T Y P E A S S O C IA T I O N PRIN T
PARTRIDGE * BRITTAff, P«*Rshers,
We would commend this subject to the consideration of our nnti-Ne- other green fodder from getting heated before being fed to the cattle
Yoioee from the Spirit-World.
SOI WILLIAM STXSST (const; FraaJrfsrt).
>fe. tM krssdvsTr lew Ter*« *..
b m k a D.D.’s. “ There is death in the pot.’’— Cleveland Piaindealer.
Isaac Post, Medium. Price, 50 cents ; postage, 10 cent*
and as a general practice it is better to allow corn to wilt »lightly be
Guide us, angels, oh, instruct us,
Gently chiding if we roam ;
When our change arrives, conduct us
To the blissful Spirit-home.
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